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ABSTRACT
The selection of waste heat rejection systems for steam-electric
power plants involves a trade-off among environmental, energy and water
conservation, and economic factors. This study compares four general
types of cooling systems on the basis of these factors. The cooling
systems chosen for study are: once-through systems including surface
canals and submerged multiport diffusers; shallow closed cycle cooling
ponds; mechanical and natural draft evaporative cooling towers; and
mechanical draft dry towers.
The cooling system comparison involves, first, an optimization of
each cooling system and then a comparison among optimal systems.
Comparison is made for an 800 MWe fossil unit and a 1200 MWe nuclear unit
located at a hypothetical midwestern river site. A set of models has
been developed to optimize the components of each cooling system based
on the local meteorological and hydrological conditions at the site in
accordance with a fixed demand, scalable plant concept. This concept
allows one to compare the costs of producing the same net power from
each plant/cooling system. Base case economic parameters were used to
evaluate the optimum system for each of the four general cooling systems
followed by a sensitivity study for each parameter. Comparison of energy
and water consumption follows from the results of the performance model,
while comparison of environmental impacts is mostly qualitative. Some
quantitative modelling was performed for the environmental effects of
thermal discharges from once-through systems, fogging from wet cooling
towers and water consumption from the ponds, wet towers and once-through.
The results of the optimization models of each of the systems are
compared on the basis of: performance - discrete distributions of
environmental conditions and transient simulation; economics - using base
case scenarios and sensitivity values to arrive at costs expressed in
terms of production costs, annualized costs and present value costs;
energy and water consumption; and environmental effects. The once-through
systems were found to be the least expensive of the four systems, the
most energy efficient, but potentially the most environmentally damaging.
On the other extreme, dry cooling towers are the most environmentally
sound while being the most expensive and least energy efficient. Finally,
the results of the economic optimization are compared with results from
previous comparative studies.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The continuously increasing demand for electric power in the United
States, both in absolute terms and as a fraction of the total energy
consumption, documents the attractiveness of this energy form for domestic,
commercial and industrial consumers (Crow, 1977). Presently, the generation
of electric energy requires about 29% of the nation's overall energy usage.
According to the National Electric Reliability Council (1977), this is
expected to approach 40% by the year 1980 and 50% by the year 2000.
Table 1.1 shows the nature of this increasing energy demand for both
total energy consumption and electricity consumption in the U.S. The
large variance in the projected demand among different groups reflects
the difficulty in predicting the nation's energy needs. It is clear
nonetheless that many more power facilities will be required to meet the
growing demand for electricity.
The two principal sources of electric energy are (1) by the conversion
of heat in central steam-electric generating stations (presently about
84% of the total national generation) and, (2) by kinetic energy conversion
of falling water in hydroelectric power stations (about 13% presently).
This study is concerned with steam-electric power generation where the
increase in the number of power plants inherently means large costs (both
capital and operating), increased fuel and water consumption, and more
environmental impacts.
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Table 1.1
ENERGY FORECASTS
TOTAL ENERGY ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY*
SOURCE (1015 BTU) (1012 KWH ) Share (%)
ACTUAL - 1975 797 1.90 24.4
1985 2000 1985 2000 1985 2000
High 9.890
Chapman, et al. Med. 3.450
(1972) Med. 3.450(1972)
Low 2.010
Dupree-West 116.6 191.9 4.140 9.010 36.4 48.1(1972)
Bureau of Mines
(1973)** 4.378 10.432
Hudson-Jorgenson 108.2 164.5 3.363 6.981 31.8 43.4(1974)
Scenario: 0 107.3 165.5 3.455 6.903 33.0 42.7
I 96.9 122.5 3.199 4.152 33.8 34.7
ERDA-48 II 107.3 165.4 3.455 6.792 33.0 42.0
(1975) III 106.7 161.2 3.747 8.236 36.0 52.3
IV 107.0 158.0 3.334 4.694 31.7 30.4
V 98.1 137.0 3.217 4.335 33.6 32.4
ERDA (1976)
Import Dependence 100.0 156.2 3.321 5.860 34.0 38.4
Domestic Develop- 96.7 135.9 3.321 6.349 35.2 47.8
ment
FERC (1977)** 103.7 163.4 4.070 9.332 40.3 58.5
EPRI (1977) 100.9 142.4 2.880 5.030 29.2 36.2
High 104.8 196.0 3.889 9.200 38.0 48.1
EPRI (1978) Base 97.6 159.0 3.655 7.400 38.3 47.7
Low 94.4 146.0 3.544 6.600 38.4 46.3
* Assuming heat rate = 10,238 BTU/KWH
** As reported by U.S. Water Resource Council, 1977
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In steam-electric power plants the chemical energy of the prime mover,
either fossil or nuclear fuels, is ultimately converted into electric energy.
The overall conversion efficiency of these stations, however, is low; on the
order of 33% to 40% for modern facilities. This means that about two thirds
of the energy of the prime mover is lost in the form of "waste heat"
discharged into rivers, lakes and the atmosphere. In view of the national
goal of conservation of energy resources, this appears to be a highly
wasteful process and suggests that any effort to improve this efficiency
should be pursued. Also, snce all large steam-electric power plants use
water for steam condensation, there are environmental impacts as well as
large water requirements associated with the cooling process. The
management of waste heat from steam-electric power plants is thus
significant with regard to environmental impacts and the potential for
energy and water conservation. This study deals with one area in which
all these factors come together -- namely the selection of the waste heat
rejection system.
The primary goals of this thesis are:
(1) to identify and compare costs (capital, operating and penalty)
associated with the use of various cooling systems for new base-
loaded steam-electric power plants. In this way the true
differences in costs for various cooling system alternatives can
be ascertained;
(2) to examine the fuel and water conservation issues associated with
cooling system selection, and
(3) to analyze various environmental factors associated with the
different methods and policies of waste heat rejection.
15
Four general types of cooling systems are chosen for study: once-through
systems including surface canals and submerged multi-port diffusers;
shallow closed cycle cooling ponds; mechanical and natural draft
evaporative cooling towers; and mechanical draft dry towers. These
systems were chosen to provide a representative range of alternatives for
comparison and do not include all possible cooling systems. Several
mixed-mode cooling systems which are either in use or are being
considered for use in large power plants will be discussed briefly.
1.2 Power Plant Cooling System
Steam-electric power plants operate on the basis of a thermodynamic
cycle which converts heat into work. The major conversion steps in the
steam-electric process are: chemical energy of the fuel + heat + mechanical
energy electrical energy. Heat is produced by combustion of coal, oil
or gas for fossil-fuel plants and from controlled atomic fission of nuclear
fuel in a reactor for nuclear plants. This heat is then used to turn boiler
water into steam, which is harnessed at high temperature and pressure to
move a turbine. The turbine turns a generator, thereby converting
mechanical energy into electricity which is then transmitted from the plant
to the eventual user. The steam meanwhile, leaves the turbine and enters
a condenser, where it gives off its remaining heat to continuously
circulating cooling water. Once the steam has condensed back to water, it
is returned to the boiler to begin the next cycle. Figure 1.1 shows a
general schematic of a steam-electric power plant where either a fossil or
nuclear fuel source can supply the energy to the steam generator.
16
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The critical phase in the process is the conversion from heat into
mechanical energy by means of the heat engine. A fundamental efficiency
expression for this conversion is the Carnot (ideal) efficiency
T2
= 1- T1 (1.1)
1
where T1 is the temperature of the heat source and T2 is the temperature
of the heat sink, both measured on an absolute scale. In the more practical
Rankine Cycle engines, the efficiencies are lower than given by Equation
(1.1), although it still holds qualitatively. In the steam engine the
heat source can be represented by the steam temperature in the boiler and
the heat sink by the water temperature in the condenser.
The heat source temperature T1 is governed by the choice of the prime
mover and technological constraints (materials etc.) on the combustion
or reactor processes. Typical values are 1000°F (5500C) for fossil-fueled
plants and 600°F (3200C) for nuclear plants.
The focus of this study deals with the heat sink or steam condensing
temperature T2 which has an equally important effect on conversion
efficiency as seen from Equation (1.1). The steam condensing temperature
(SCT) can be written as the sum of the environmental background temperature
TENV and the temperature differential ATCs of the cooling system (including
condenser) which is used to reject the waste heat
SCT = T2 = TENV + ATcs (1.2)2 ENV Cs
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TENV is governed by the choice of the cooling medium (the atmosphere or
water body) and by its characteristic variability due to seasonal or
weather effects. The value of ATCs is dependent on the choice, size and
design of the cooling system.
The efficiency is viewed more clearly by defining the overall heat
balance within the power plant. The heat balance example in Figure 1.1
for a 1000 MWe fossil plant shows that a heat rate of 3.4 x 10 BTU/hr of
9
9.0 x 10 BTU/hr supplied is used for the generation of electric power
(n = 37.8%). Note that for this fossil plant waste heat rejected in the
cooling system accounts for about 48% of the input energy, in-plant losses
account for about 4%, 10% of the energy is lost in the stacks, leaving
about 38% for generation. A nuclear plant, however, converts only about
32% of its energy while about 5% is lost within the plant. About 63%
is then lost in waste heat. Thus,nuclear plants require considerably more
cooling water, as well as more fuel, when compared with fossil plants.
Open cycle (or once-through) systems usually have the lowest T2 and
therefore the highest efficiency. Thus,they have traditionally been the
choice of power plant designers. However, once-through systems have
large water withdrawal requirements (between 500 and 2000 cubic feet per
second for a 1000 MWe plant) and may possess significant environmental
impacts (e.g., thermal pollution and intake entrainment). In view of
increasingly stringent environmental standards and the decrease in cooling
water supply, closed-cycle systems are becoming more popular.
Chsed cycle systems onds, wet towers, dry towers)recycle the cooling water,
thereby minimizing the water withdrawal (20 to 50 cfs for a 1000 MWe plant
using wet cooling and negligible amounts for one using dry cooling), while
19
substantially reducing the thermal and intake burden on the aquatic ecology.
Another advantage is increased siting flexibility; the freedom to locate
a power plant on smaller water bodies which may be closer to the fuel
source or electrical load center contributes to reduced generating costs.
The disadvantages of closed cycle cooling lie mostly in the higher capital
and operating costs. Lower thermal efficiency due to warmer intake
temperatures (higher T2 caused by recycling the cooling water) leads to
greater fuel use and more waste heat produced per KWH of power generated.
In addition, other environmental impacts including fogging, noise, land
use, drift, chemical blowdown, aesthetics, etc., may be encountered. While
water withdrawal has decreased substantially, there is increased water
consumption (by evaporation, drift, etc.) from the use of some closed cycle
systems.
Clearly, the availability of water is one of the most important
issues in the selection of a cooling system. The total national water
use (withdrawal and consumption) by steam-electric power plants in the
U.S. is shown in Table 1.2 for 1975 and for projections to the years 1985
and 2000.
These forecasts are derived from WRC's (1977) capacity and generation
estimates for steam-electric plants according to mode of cooling. These
modes reflect utility projections for power demand, water availability
for each of 21 regions and anticipated constraints on thermal discharges
from once-through cooling. The totals for these WRC regions is given in
Table 1.3. In examining the table it is worth noting the following:
(1) Steam-electric power plants are projected to produce 94% of
the total national generation by the year 2000 while hydroelectric
20
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plants will produce 3%.
(2) Steam-electric energy generation is projected to increase
five-fold from 1975 to 2000.
(3) Nuclear plants, which use more water, are projected to produce
67% of total steam-generation in 2000 compared with 11% in 1975.
According to the table, the fraction of generation using once-through
cooling will rapidly decline over time while that fraction using wet
towers will increase just as significantly. The generation using cooling
ponds will increase over time but the percent of the distribution will
remain about the same. The usage of dry towers and combined cooling systems
will continue to be small to the year 2000.
1.3 Objectives
This thesis is part four of a five-part study which examines the
trade-offs among cost, environmental impact and conservation issues
associated with cooling system choices for new base-load power plants.
The first three parts deal with various cooling modes including (1) the
optimization of dry and wet/dry towers for closed cycle cooling, (2) the
optimization of artificial cooling ponds for closed cycle cooling and
(3) the intermittent use of evaporative cooling towers to supplement
once-through cooling for purposes of meeting environmental constraints.
Note that the three cooling systems chosen for study are each alternatives
to the more conventional wet tower.
This thesis (part 4 of the study) attempts to integrate the results
of the first three parts by providing a unified comparison of cooling
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system performance. The study considers a single hypothetical site and uses
detailed performance models to design four major cooling modes: once-through,
cooling ponds, wet tower and dry tower. The systems are then compared with
respect to issues of performance and cost (under both transient and long
term conditions), environmental impacts, and fuel and water comsumption.
Throughout the study an effort is made to relate the procedures and results
to those found in previous comparative studies including United Engineers
and Constructors (1974), Croley (1975), Technekron (1976), Sebald (1976),
Fryer (1976), and Rossie et al. (1972).
In part five of the study, the results of this comparison are used
along with various scenarios of energy demand, to address several national
issues associated with cooling system selection. In particular, for
areas in which once-through cooling is possible, the national costs of
future thermal discharge controls are estimated, while for areas with
less water, an estimate is made of the relative contributions which can
be made by cooling ponds and wet cooling towers.
1.4 Outline of Presentation
The purpose of this thesis is to compare costs, environmental impacts
and the energy and water consumption associated with the choice of cooling
system for a large base-loaded power plant using a hypothetical site as
a case study. The present chapter has discussed the overall picture of
waste heat management as it pertains to these trade-offs. Chapter II
describes the specific procedures used for the study including the general
design procedure, assumptions regarding costs, lost capacity, etc., and
a description of the study site. Chapters III through VI present detailed
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descriptions of each cooling system as well as design details and results
which pertain to the individual cooling system, The final chapter compares
the systems with respect to cumulative operating performance (i.e.,
integrated over the year) and transient performance. Also included are
comparisons of the systems' environmental effects, and water and energy
consumption. Finally, these results are compared with previous findings.
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Chapter II
APPROACH
2.1 Introduction
The cooling system comparison involves, first, an optimization of each
cooling system and then a comparison among optimal systems. The cooling
system is assumed to include the ultimate heat exchanger (tower, pond, out-
fall, etc.), the condenser, and connecting pumps and pipes, for a fixed
power plant design (boiler, turbine-generator, etc). Comparison is made for
an 800 MWe fossil unit and a 1200 MWe nuclear unit located at a hypothetical
midwestern river site.
For each cooling system type, an optimal configuration is determined
by varying the design (size) of one of more system components and searching
for that configuration with the lowest combination of capital, operating
and penalty costs. These may be expressed as annual costs ($/year), pro-
duction costs (mills/KWH), present-valued cost ($),etc. In general, larger
systems have higher capital cost but are more efficient and therefore may
have lower operating and penalty costs. An optimum can usually be found at
some intermediate size as suggested in Figure 2.1.
The number of design variables which are considered depends on the
cooling system. In particular dry towers are by far the most expensive and
are, in practice, the least utilized of the cooling systems which are con-
sidered. Because operating experience has not been sufficient to allow
cost-effective sub-optimization or modularization, a considerable amount of
effort has been expended in dry tower optimization. The optimization for
dry towers follows Andeen et al. (1973) and Choi et al. (1978), and involves
20
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Figure 2.1 Concept of Optimization
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the simultaneous design of six components; thus the axis labeled system
size in Figure 2.1 really consists of six dimensions for the dry tower de-
sign. Additional details concerning the optimization routine are found in
Chapter VI. The design codes for the remaining systems are based on a
modification of Croley et al.(1975). In each case at most two components
are varied with remaining optimization performed externally,
2.2 System Components
This section discusses, briefly, the assumptions which have been made
regarding the turbine-generator, condenser, pump and piping systems as
they apply to all cooling systems.
2.2.1 Turbine
Two types of GE turbine-generators were considered for both fossil
(General Electric, 1974) and nuclear (General Electric, 1973) units:
(1) A conventional steam turbine with a maximum allowable back
pressure of 5 inches HgA (all cooling systems). Nuclear tur-
bine used is model #TC 6F-38 and the fossil turbine is model
# CC 6.
(2) A "high back pressure" design which has short last-stage buckets
and is capable of operating up to a back pressure of 15 inches
HgA (dry system only).
The heat rate ratio versus back pressure curves for these four turbines
are shown in Figures 2,2 and 23 for the fossil and nuclear plants, respect-
ively. The conventional unit has a rating pressure of 3.5 inches HgA.
The heat rates at this pressure are a) 6.35447 x 109 BTU/hr for the fossil
turbine, and b) 12.210376 x 109 BTU/hr for the nuclear turbine. The rating
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pressure for the high back pressure turbine is 8 inches HgA. The associa-
9ted heat rates are: a) 6.79928 x 10 BTU/hr for the fossil and, b)
13.18721 x 109 BTU/hr for the nuclear. As indicated, the high back pressure
unit would require larger steam supply systems than the conventional turbine
to produce the rated output. Using these curves the heat rate at any
pressure other than the rating exhaust back pressure is obtained by multi-
plying the rating back pressure by the corresponding heat rate ratio for
that specific pressure.
It was reported by Rossie et al. (1973) that the cost of fossil-fueled
high back pressure turbines would be the same as conventional turbines
while nuclear-fueled high back pressure units would cost 15% more than con-
ventional units. Because the turbine is not considered as part of the
cooling system, only the extra 15% for high back pressure nuclear turbines
has been attributed to the cooling system capital cost; the remaining cost
is considered part of the total plant cost (see Section 2.3).
2.2.2 Condensers
The quantity of condenser surface is the most significant factor in
connection with the initial cost of the condenser and is dependent upon the
quantity of water, number of passes, and tube material and gauge. The con-
densers considered in this study are single pressure surface type, Tube
2
material is #18 gauge admiralty with 1 inch outer diameter costing $8/ft2
A water velocity through the tubes of 7 ft/sec has been selected based on
head loss and heat transfer characteristics. The number of tubes is de-
termined from the condenser flow rate, Q velocity and inside pipe dia-
meter (.902 in. for #18 admiralty).
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For any Q the required condenser surface area is de-
termined based on heat transfer coefficients recommended by the
Heat Exchange Institute (1970) and a terminal temperature difference (TTD)
of 5F. The length of the tubes is determined from the required area and
the outside pipe perimeter. If the calculated tube length exceeds 50 ft,
two passes are required. Condenser head losses are calculated based on a
friction factor of 0.0125 and include minor losses due to additional passes.
2.2.3 Pump and Pipe Design
Pumping power is computed based on condenser flow rate, head loss as
incurred in the condenser, cooling system and connecting pipes, and pump
efficiency. A pumping efficiency of 82.2% was selected based on data com-
piled by Sebald et al. (1976). A linear relationship between capital cost
and pumping power, cost ($) = 1476 + 315 x power (MW), was determined from
the same reference.
With the exception of dry towers, a separation of 1000 ft is assumed
between condenser and cooling system. A distance of 500 ft is assumed be-
tween condenser and the dry tower. The connecting pipes are sized accord-
ing to the condenser flow rate and an externally optimized pipe velocity of
9 fps. Only diameters between 6' and 20' are considered; for large flow
rates requiring larger cross-sectional areas, two equal-sized smaller pipes
are assumed. A linear relationship between pipe diameter and capital and
installation, cost ($/ft ) = 16.6 x diam (inches) - 567, was developed from
data of Vitro Engineering as reported by Ard et al. (1976).
2.3 Comparison of System Performance
The systems are compared by evaluating the net generating costs,
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including capital costs, operating costs and penalty costs (for replace-
ment energy and capacity), but excluding transmission costs, in accordance
with a fixed demand, scalar's source concept. This concept was discussed
by Fryer (1976) and is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Transmission costs
as they relate to siting decisions will be discussed in Chapter VII.
A fixed demand is assumed throughout the year. For nuclear plants
this is 1200 MWe and for fossil plants this is 800 MWe. Due to varia-
tions in the environmental parameters which govern plant/cooling system
performance (e.g., water temperature for once-through, dry bulb tempera-
ture for dry towers, etc.), the net generating capability of any system
(gross power minus all auxiliary power requirements) will vary throughout
the year. Consider a system which is capable of supplying the net output
given by the solid line in the igure and designated P (t). Associated
0
with this system is a capital cost and an operating cost. Because the
output from this system will not, in general, equal the target output, it
is necessary to account-for those periods of the year for which generation
is below target and for those periods of the year (if any) for which genera-
tion exceeds demand. Some of the deviation between target demand and gen-
eration capability may be reduced by scaling up or down the size of the
plant and the associated generation (dashed line in Figure 2.4); thus in
effect, adding or subtracting base-load power. The remaining energy deficit
(small triangular-shaped region in the upper left hand corner of Figure) is
accounted for by charging a capability penalty ($/MW) for lost capacity,
APr, and an energy charge ($/MWH) for lost energy. While this deficit can
be made up in a number of ways (e.g., additional baseloaded power, peaking
power, purchased power, etc.), in this study the costs assigned to these
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losses correspond to those for gas turbines. Other types of make-up
power are considered in more detail for the case of a dry tower in Choi
et al. (1978). During periods when the scaled output exceeds the larger
demand, a fuel cost credit is allowed. For a given plant/cooling system,
the degree of scaling is chosen to minimize the annual generating costs.
The annualized costs can now be written as
t8760
AC = (CCP + CCS).f.AFCR + I OPC'min(Pd, Pl(t))'CF'fdt
d0
rT
+ CCR AP .AFCR + J (Pd-Pl(t))'REC'CF-dt (2.1)
0
where AC = annual cost ($)
CCP = capital cost of plant (exclusive of condenser and cooling
system)($/MW)
CCS = capital cost of unscaled cooling system ($/MW)
f = scaling factor (of order 1) = P /Po
AFCR = annual fixed charge rate
OPC = operating costs (fuel, water, maintenance, etc.) ($/MWH)
Pd = target demand (MW)
P (t) = potential (unscaled) net generation (MW)0
Pl(t) = potential (scaled) net generation (MW)
CF = capacity factor
t = time (hrs)
CCR = replacement capacity cost ($/MW)
APr = Pd-P1 in(MW)
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T' = number of hours per year in which scaled generation is
less than target demand
REC = replacement energy cost ($/MWH)
It can be seen from this formulation that cooling system costs can
differ, in general, due to differences in capital costs, differences in
operating costs (e.g., auxiliary power requirements) and differences in
unscaled net generation. The last differences are reflected in differen-
tial capability losses (including scaled capital costs of base-load power
and replacement capacity costs) and energy costs (including scaled energy
costs and replacement energy costs).
This annualized cost is one of several ways to represent electric
generating cost. Annual cost ($/yr) as expressed in Equation (2.1) al-
lows comparison of plants operating with alternative cooling systems while
presupposing knowledge of amount of electric energy produced per year. Net
production cost per unit of electricity (e.g. mills/KWH) is another way
of representing cost that facilitates comparison of plant/cooling system
combination while normalizing electric energy production. The production
cost (mills/KWH or $/MWH) can be arrived at from annual cost by
PC AC (2.2)PC= 8 760CF'Pd
A third way, total present value costs,can be used to measure total
cost for any cooling system used mostly for the purpose of a utility's
evaluation of alternative investments. This is arrived at by adding
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capital costs to the sum of all operating and penalty costs discounted over
the plant's lifetime.
It should be mentionL-, finally, that the scaling concep: and the
consideration of an optimal combination of base-load and peaking power,
are employed so that various systems can be compared relative to a fixed
demand. It does not mean that a utility would necessarily build abase-load
plant which would not meet its expected demand. This concept is most rele-
vant to dry and wet/dry towers where annual performance is most variable.
2.4 Evaluation of Net Power
Net power for the unscaled systems, P (t), is determined by evalua-
0
ting the cooling system for a discrete set of environmental conditions
which are expected to occur at the site (e.g., river temperatures for once-
through systems, combinations of wet and dry bulb temperature for natural
draft evaporative towers, etc.). The annual performance is then computed
by weighting the discrete performances in accordance with the frequency with
which each combination of environmental condition occur.
The performance of a cooling system design under any environmental
condition is evaluated in conjunction with the concurrent performance of
the power plant turbine. For every turbine back pressure and associated
heat rate (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) there is a corresponding saturated steam
temperature. At a given turbine throttle opening, there is a one-to-one
relationship between this turbine steam condensing temperature (SCT) and
the turbine heat rejection (BTU/hr). For each environmental condition, an
equilibrium is assumed to exist between the rate of heat rejection at the
turbine and in the cooling system. The cooling system performance then
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is measured in terms of the turbine performance at that SCT at which the
turbine heat rejection equals the cooling system heat rejection. Determi-
nation of this equilibrium involves an iteration as suggested in Figure
2.5. At this point the steam condensing temperature (SCT) can be computed
as
SCT = TENV + ATCs
AT = ATAPP + AT + TTD (2.3)
In this equation, the cooling system approach temperature (ATApp) re-
presents the difference between the cold water temperature entering the con-
denser and the environmental temperature (TENv). The range (AT ) re-
0
presents the increase in temperature across the condenser and is related to
the condenser flow rate (Q0). The terminal temperature difference-(TTD)
is the difference between the steam condensing temperature and the hot
water temperature leaving the condenser, and is a direct measure of the
heat transfer characteristics of the condenser. In general, an increase in
the SCT, by increases of any of the above temperature components, increases
the turbine back pressure which decreases the work produced in the last
stages of the turbine, and thus lowers the efficiency of electricity pro-
duction ("efficiency derating"). The turbine back pressure, P is estimated
using standard steam tables to be an exponential function of the SCT (in
absolute units) according to the following relation:
P = exp(17.168 - 9240/SCT) (2.4)
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Figure 2.6 shows the efficiency deraling for the 1200 ()MWe nuclealr plant
using the conventional turbine. Thle rue net power for this uinsc;lll(d
system is obtained by subtracting from the gross power the auxiliary power
requirements (e.g., fans, pumping, etc.) of the cooling system.
Because most cooling systems being considered (all but ponds) respond
rapidly to changes in environmental conditions, this quasi-steady approach
provides an acceptable evaluation of cooling system performance and the
accuracy can be improved by increasing the resolution of the distribution
of environmental temperatures. Special consideration has been given to
cooling ponds, in this respect, to account for their large- thermal inertia.
(See Chapter IV.) In order to compare performance based on discrete
distribution with acutal transient calculations, the distribution of en-
vironmental conditions were compiled from time series data (see Section2.5).
2.5 Site Selection
The site chosen for study corresponds hydrologically and meteoro-
logically to that of theQuad Cities Nuclear Power Plant on the Mississippi
River (on the border of Iowa and Illinois). This study, however, does
not relate to the actual plant at that site. This site was chosen because
it was a typical site at which any of the possible cooling systems could
be built. The generic nature of this study extends itself to possible ap-
plication at other representative sites such as large lakes or coastal
sites.
The distributions of environmental temperature used in the modeling
were compiled from data for stations near Quad Cities. The meteorological
data used in this study was obtained from the National Climatological
Center for the station at Moline, Illinois (90o3 1 ' W Longitude, 41o27 '
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Figure 2.6 Plant Output vs Turbine Exhaust Temperature
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N Latitude, elevation of 582 feet). The data includes dry bulb temperature,
wet bulb temperature, wind speed and cloud cover recorded every three hours
for ten years (1961-1970). Figure 2.7 shows a cumulative distribution
compiled from this data for the wet bulb temperature and the dry bulb tem-
perature used as input to the wet and dry cooling tower models, respectively.
Chapter IV describes how the remaining data is processed for use in the
cooling pond optimization model. The distribution of equilibrium tempera.-
ture (TE) used in the cooling pond analysis is also shown in Figure 2.7.
The hydrologic data was obtained from the United States Geological
Survey for the station at Fulton, Illinois, which is located 25 miles up-
stream from Quad Cities on the Mississippi River. The data includes daily
river temperatures and daily river flow rates for five years (1970-1974)
and was used to evaluate the performance of the once-through cooling sys-
tems. The cumulative distribution of river temperature is also shown in
Figure 2.7.
2.6 Costs Used in the Study
Design comparisons were made for a set of base case economic factors
and a number of sensitivity runs were also made. A list of the major fac-
tors used in this study is included in Table 2.1; economic details
pertaining to individual cooling systems are included in Chapters III-VI.
Note that coal was chosen for us a thc prime mover in the fossil fucl
plant and thus those fuel costs correspond to coal. Also, the power from the
nuclear plant was assumed to be generated with a boiling water reactor (BWR).
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Table 2.1
Basic Economic Factors
Base Case Value
additional
values used in
Sensitivity Study
Year of Pricing
Capacity Factor
Fixed Charge Rate
Annual Operation and
Maintenance Cost
Indirect Costs
Fuel Cost - Fossil
- Nuclear
Plant Construction Costs
- Fossil
- Nuclear
Replacement Capacity Cost
(Gas Turbines)
Replacement Energy Cost
(Gas Turbines)
Operation Horizon (-+ AFCR)
Water Cost
Waste Water Treatment Cost
Cooling System Cost
Multiplier
1977
75%
17%
50
15, 20
1% of all capital
costs
25% of all capital
costs
$0.0031/KWH
$0.0016/KWH
$500/KW
$600/KW
$160/KW
$.03/KWH
35 years
$0/1000 gal
$.10/1000 gal
1.00
$0.0023, $0.0046,
$0.0061
$0.0012, $0.0024,
$0.0032
$375, $750
$450, $900
$120, $240
$.0225, $.0375
$.0450, $.0600
$.10, $.50, $1.00
$.05, $.25, $.50
0.75, 1.50
Once-through system uses $0*0/1000 gal as base case.Once-through system uses $0.0/0OO gal as base case.
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Chapter III
ONCE-THROUGH SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
In open cycle, or once-through, cooling systems, water is removed from
its source, is pumped through the condenser in one or more passes to receive
rejected heat, and is then returned to the water source. The waste heat is
ultimately transferred to the atmosphere from the water body by a
combination of radiation, conduction and evaporation. In a well-designed
system none of the warm water which is discharged to the receiving water
recirculates to the intake, eliminating the approach temperature (ATA)
inherent in closed cycle cooling systems and thus leading to greater
operating efficiencies. Because their efficiency is generally higher,
and their operating and capital costs are generally lower than the equivalent
closed cycle system, once-through systems are economically preferable for
sites where sufficient water is available. Thus, in general, other systems
have been used only when sufficient water for once-through cooling is not
awlliable or environmental considerations have prevented once-through
cooling.
Flows for a single base-load unit range from 200,000 to 1,000,000 gpm.
Pumps required to circulate this water through the condenser are normally
located near the intake structure. Usually there are several pumps for
each unit due to the large flows and the requirement of providing a high
degree of flexibility.and safety in the plant operation. The discharge from
the condenser can be returned to the source via a canal or a pipe depending
/ /,
on the location and/or the degree of mixing which is desired. The
circulation of condenser cooling water, and the resulting heated discharge
can impact the aquatic environment in a number of ways as discussed in the
following section.
3.2 Environmental Factors
3.2.1 Ecological Effects
The impact of a once-through cooling system on the aquatic environment
can be broken into two distinct categories: (1) effects due to organism
impingement and entrainment at the plant intake and (2) biological, physical
and chemical effects which result from elevated temperatures within the
plume. Figure 3.1 shows the potential physical locations for biological
damage from a once-through system.
On the intake side, entrainment is the passage of relatively small
organisms (e.g. eggs and larvae) through the condenser cooling system.
Entrainment mortality is not caused by the intake structure but rather
thermal, physical and chemical effects within the cooling system. The
number of organsims that are entrained is a function of intake design and
location as well as condenser flow rate. An important reference on
the effects of organism entrainment is a recent book edited
by Schubel and Marcy (1978). Impingement, on the other hand, is the forcing
of nektonic species and, in some cases, benthic shellfish such as clams
and shrimp, against a screen mesh by velocity forces produced by the water
flowing through the screen. For the intake as a whole, impact is a function
of a number of variables including the age and species distribution of
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of organisms in the receiving water, the volume flow rate and intake
approach velocity of the circulating water, and the internal design of,
and in particular the time of travel, associated with the cooling system.
From the standpoint of intake considerations alone, the preferable system
would involve a low flow rate (high AT 0), a low intake velocity (relatively
large intake structure) and a short outfall pipe or channel to minimize the
time of travel.
On the discharge side, impact is associated primarily with organism
entrainment into the discharge plume which, in turn, is controlled largely
by the design of the outfall structure. Organisms respond to a temperature
rise with increased metabolism, lowered resistance to toxic substances and
greater need for oxygen. For long enough exposure at high temperatures,
mortality occurs. While thermal stresses have received the most attention,
physical and chemical stress may be present as well and the types of
biological assays used for intake entrainment analysis would also be
appropriate for plume entrainment.
It is clear that an understanding of the effects at both the intake
and the discharge depends on the specific ecological environment near the
plant and that therefore, the most desirable design may vary from site to
site. However, as a generalization, low flow rates are preferable from the
standpoint of intake impact, while a high flow rate results in a lower AT
0
and thus lower plume temperatures. Thus in selecting a condenser flow rate,
a trade-off exists between intake and outfall considerations as suggested
in Figure 3.2a.
Plume temperatures are also very much affected by outfall design. The
simplest design, consisting of a low velocity surface discharge, would not
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induce much mixing and thus would result in relatively high surface
temperatures near the outfall. At the other extreme, discharge through
a submerged multi-port diffuser may result in appreciable mixing yielding
lower induced temperatures, but involving much greater volumes of water.
Alternatively, if one were to compute temperature versus time of exposure
for an organism entrained in the plume, the relationship may look like
Figure 3.2b. The choice between relatively small volumes of water (or
short exposure time) at relatively high temperature, versus larger volumes
(and long exposure time) at lower temperatures involves a number of site
specific factors.
3.2.2 Legal Aspects
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) sets the stage
for national consideration of thermal as well as other effluents. In
what may be termed an environmental Bill of Rights, NEPA sets forth a
broad national policy to "encourage harmony between man and his environment"'
(PL91-190). NEPA takes the major step of requiring all Federal agencies
to consider values of environmental preservation in their spheres of
activity.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Ammendments of 1972 (FWPCAA),
Public Law 92-500, which followed closely behind NEPA, has as its objectives
"to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological integrity of
the Nation's waters." The Act provides in Section 301(a), under Subchapter
III - Standards and Enforcement, "that the discharge of any pollutant is
unlawful unless it is in compliance with conditions or effluent limitations
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contained in a permit issued under Section 402.
The effluent guidelines and standards under Subchapter III of the Act
have been designed for is-...lce on three separate levels: (1) The Best
Practical Control Technology Currently Available (BPCTCA or BPT), which
existing plants should have met by 1977, (2) The Best Available
Demonstrated Control Technology (BADCT), which new plants must meet upon
startup; and (3) The Best Available Control Technology Economically
Achievable (BACTEA), which all plants must meet by July 1, 1983.
The intent of FWPCAA in setting up these increasingly stringent
restrictions on discharge of contaminants is to attain the Act's goal of
zero-pollutant discharge, for at least some source types, by 1985. It
remains to be seen whether thermal discharges are one of the. source types
capable of achieving zero discharge by 1985.
With pecific regard to thermal discharges, Section 316(a) allows a
particular power plant, on an ad hoc basis, exemption from thermal control
requirements. The 316 exemptions are permitted by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for those plants whose owners can demonstrate that
any effluent limitationsproposed.for the control of the thermal component
will require effluent limitations "more stringent than necessary to assure
the protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of
shellfish, fish and wildlife in and on the body of water." In that case,
the Administrator will impose a specific effluent limitation on thermal
discharges for that particular plant.
The Act also states in Section 316(b): Any standard applicable to a
point source shall require that the location, design, construction and
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capacity of cooling water intake structures reflect the best technology
available for minimizing adverse environmental impact. Thus, it is clear
that Section 316 of the Act is of particular importance for the continuation
and future design of uses of once-through cooling systems.
In addition, the EPA in 1974 enacted Effluent Guidelines and Standards
for Steam Electric Power Generating (40 CFR 423) and Regulations on Thermal
Discharges (40 CFR 122) as supplements to the FWPCAA to better control the
specific discharges (heat, blowdown, etc.) from steam electric power plants.
These federal effluent limitation regulations are determined by the
EPA and are applied alongside state "standard-setting" regulations (pre-
viously established) where the water quality criteria in any state will be
stricter of the two. In general, the established temperature standards
set by state regulatory agencies all permit a reasonable" but undefined
area for mixing beyond the point of discharge to be exempted from the
established standards.
As a case study of temperature standards, our site on the Mississippi
River at Quad Cities bordering both Iowa and Illinois will be investigated.
Since all waste heat discharged from a power plant at this site must comply
with the thermal criteria from both these states, combining their
regulations yields the following (Parr, 1976):
Definition: The mixing zone is the area of diffusion of an effluent
in the receiving water and Water Quality Standards shall be applied
beyond the mixing zone.
Regulations: The mixing zone may not contain more than 25 percent
of the cross-sectional area or volume of flow at any cross-section,
and temperature increases outside the mixing zone may not exceed 5F.
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The Illinois regulations specifically state, in addition, that no
mixing zone shall exceed the area of a circle with a 600 ft radius
(approximately 26 acres).
Other Specifications: The rate of temperature change shall not exceed
2°F per hour.
Maximum River Temperature: Water temperature shall not exceed the
maximum monthly limits shown in the table below during 1% of the hours
in the 12-month period ending with any month. Moreover, at no time
shall the water temperature at such locations exceed the maximum
limits in the table by more than 3F.
Table 3.1 Temperature Standards at Study Site
0
Month Temperature (OF)
January 45
February 45
March 57
April 68
May 78
June 85
July 86
August 86
September 85
October 75
November 65
December 52
3.2.3 Control of Environmental Impacts
From the previous discussion it is clear that the optimization of a
cooling system under environmental constraints requires site specific
biological information and extensive analytical tools. While this type of
optimization was not done in this study, intake and outfall controls were
considered as follows.
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The intake structure and canal are designed to minimize organism
impingement by keeping the approach velocity low. This is generally
accepted as 1 fps up to the intake screens and 0.5 fps up to the canal in
the fish escape passages (MacLaren, 1975), although intake velocity should
more specifically be based on values determined for the "important"
species at each site. As flow rates increase, the size of the intake
structure and canal increase to keep the velocities low at the expense of
higher capital costs. Since the environmental impact at the outfall is a
function of the condenser flow rate and the outfall design, several
different flow rates and outfall designs were considered. Figure 3.3 shows
the relationship of AT vs. pcQo for single fossil and nuclear units as
0 
calculated by the model.
The type of outfall should be selected as a function of the desired
temperature distribution. A surface discharge canal, as shown in Figure 3.4
provides the most economical means of discharge. The induced temperature
rise due to discharge through a surface canal was calculated using the
three-dimensional heated surfaced discharge model developed by Stolzenbach,
et al. (1972). For the river site considered in this study, the discharge
structure was assumed to be a rectangular open channel oriented 90 degrees
to the river flow as shown in Figure 3.4. The model treats the discharge as
a buoyant surface jet characterized by a reduction in vertical entrainment
and an increase in lateral gravitational spreading. This results in a
velocity and temperature distribution which is much wider than deep with
increased surface area which may lead to significant surface heat loss.
For a given condenser flow rate, Q , river velocity,V, temperature rise
across the condenser, ATo, and discharge canal velocity, u0, the model can
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Figure 3.3 AT vs for Once-Through Systems
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be used to compute the mean field temperature distribution. However, for
purposes of comparison with the submerged diffuser predictions, only the
temperature at the edge of the mixing zone was computed. This temperature
is designated T and is computed as
m
T = T + AT
m r m
(3.1)
with
AT
0S = =-
m AT
m
1.4 /F + 1
0
r
.0Qo
for SQ 0 < Qrm o r
for SQ : Qr
m o r
where
AT = averaged temperature rise after mixing (F)
Tr= ambient (river) temperature (F)
T = ambient (river) temperature (OF)
r
F ' = a densimetric "Froude number" =
0
u
o
/g AT (hobc )1/20C
g = gravitational acceleration (ft/sec )
h = canal depth (ft)
0
b = canal half-width (ft)
0
8 = coefficient of thermal expansion ( Fl ) = a function of Tr
and AT .
0
The predicted mixed river temperatures are evaluated for a canal with
The predicted mixed river temperatures are evaluated for a canal with
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(3.la)
(3. lb)
exit velocity, u =2.5 fps. For their calculations, ' is based on an
o 0
average river temperature, T = 57 .
r
Submerged multi-port diffusers provide a more efficient means of
diluting the heated discharge and thus minimizing the size and temperature
of the mixing zone. The actual size and temperature of the diluted plume
depends on the hydrological characteristics of the water body and the
diffuser design. For river sites, the preferable design is a co-flowing
diffuser in which the diffuser pipe extends across a portion of the bottom
of the river and the many discharge nozzles point downstream. Figure 3.5
shows a sketch of this type of diffuser along with the type of induced
temperature patterns.
The effectiveness of co-flowing diffuser designs depends on the AT
0
leaving the condenser, the river flow rate Qr' condenser flow rate Q
diffuser length L, diffuser exit velocity u, and the river cross-sectional
characteristics. These relate to the mixed temperature rise, AT
according to a formula given by Adams (1972):
according to a formula given by Adams (1972):
AT
0
S = -
m AT
m
2 I ~o +~ (---o) + 2 Q
1 uHL / 2HLu0 o
Q + (urHL) + 2. for SmQ < Q
Qr
for SmQ > QQ mo r0
where
H is the average river height
ur is the average river velocity (related to Qr and the river
cross-section)
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Sm is the dilution defined as the ratio of condenser rise to induced
temperature rise at the end of the mixing zone
By developing a bi-variate distribution of ambient river temperature
and flow rate using historical hydrological data, one can evaluate the
effect on the expected distribution of AT for various diffuser and
m
condenser designs (different u, L, Q and AT ).
0
This has been done for four different diffusers using two different
flow rates. The lengths and velocities of the four diffusers were:
L = 500 ft, u = 10 fps
0
L = 500 ft, u = 20 fps
L = 1,500 t, uo = 10 fps
L = 1,500 ft, u = 0 fps
L = 1,500 ft ,u 0 = 20 fps
The flow rates were
Q = 1,760,000, AT = 35 0FQ0 .~~~0
0Q = 2,800,000, AT = 22 F
These values correspond approximately to the heat rejection from four 1200
MW unclear units as considered in this study. To compile the distribution
of river flow rate and ambient temperature, increments of 5000 cfs and
10F were used.
The resulting cumulative distributions of ambient and induced river
temperatures for several of the design combinations as well as for the
surface discharge canal are shown in Figure 3.6 and the information is
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summarized in Table 3.2. This information allows one to tell if AT ever
m
exceeds an induced temperature standard and for how long it is exceeded.
It can also determine if an upper limit on temperature in the river is
ever exceeded and for what duration. It is clear that the diffusers, in
general, provide better dilution than the surface discharge and that for
the diffusers, increasing Q, L and u all serve to lower the induced
temperatures. It will lso be clear in Section 3.4 that the cost of the
diffusers is greater than the surface canal and that the cost increases
monotonically with increasing u and L while there is an economically
desirable intermediate value of Q. Of these three variables the
diffuser length L has the greatest effect on lowering AT because a longer
m
diffuser is able to intercept more river flow as well as to induce more
momentum.
3.3 Thermodynamic Performance Model
Thermodynamically the once-through system is the most efficient, the
simplest and the most predictable in response to environmental input. For
this site the river temperature is input directly as the environmental
temperature (TENV ) feeding the condenser and represents the lowest
temperature in the Rankine cycle. The TENV and the turbine steam
condensing temperature (SCT) are related on a one-to-one basis:
SCT = TN V + RANGE + TTD (3.3)ENV
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The terminal temperature difference (TTD) is a property of the condenser
design and is considered a constant, 5F. The range (ATo) for a specific
power plant is related simply by
J
AT =
o PCpQo (3.4)
where
J = waste heat rejection rate
Qo = condenser flow rate
pC = heat capacity of water
AT = range ( F)
0
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between AT and Qo for the nuclear and0
fossil units. Note thatbecause plant efficiency varies slightly with SCT,
J is not constant.
3.4 Optimization Model
The cooling system costs for the once-through system include intake
structure, intake canal, condenser pumps, and either dishcarge canal and
structure or discharge pipe and diffuser. The scaled optimization
procedure has been described in Chapter II. The chief design parameter is
the condenser flow rate, Q, which is optimized economically on the basis
of trade-offs between capital and operating costs, reflecting thermodynamic
efficiencies and power requirements.
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The intake structure and canal were sized at each flow rate for the
design velocity of 1 fps and 0.5 fps, respectively. Hence, the intake
capital costs as well as the pumping costs increase with flow rate. The
length of intake canal as well as outfall line was assumed to be 1,000 ft.
each way to be consistent with the other models. The cost of constructing
an intake structure and canal was on the order of 4 million dollars for
the nuclear plant and 3 million dollars for the fossil plant comprising
about 20% of total cooling system cost.
The condenser size as described in Chapter II increases with
increasing flow rate across it. It is priced by surface area ($8/ft) and
for the optimal once-through system is $8.5 million for nuclear and $4.5
million for fossil. This constitutes about 45% of the total once-through
cooling system costs.
The outfall canal and structure has less complexities in construction
(no screens, etc.) and are smaller than the intake canal. These are
therefore less expensive and cost about $1.5 million for the 1,000 ft
canal length for both fossil and nuclear plants (Shiers, 1973; EPA, 1976).
The pump capital costs for the once-through system are about $3.6
million for nuclear and $2.8 million for fossil plants at the optimum
flow rates without diffusers. This is about 20% of the total cooling
system capital costs; replacing the discharge canal with a 1,000 ft
pipe and various lengths of diffuser makes the capital costs of pumps
2% to 5% higher. Capital and operating costs of pumps increase in the
presence of diffusers due to larger frictional and exit losses.
The diffuser pipe was to be made of corrugated steel and to be
semi-buried along the river bottom. Installed costs, based on Acres
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American (1976), were $3,000 to $5,000/ft for pipe diameters ranging from
6 to 20 feet. The diffusers were sized according to the condenser flow
rate keeping velocity through the diffuser constant at 10 fps (optimized
externally). The costs were arrived at through the summation of material
and construction costs for all the diffuser parts.
To accurately cost the once-through system with diffusers, it is
necessary to evaluate the energy losses through the diffuser. These
include pipe friction and exit losses and were computed according to
French (1972), considering a constant diameter pipe and assuming an
infinite number of ports. The total head at the entrance to the
diffuser can be expressed as:
V2
E(0) =E(L) + f L(3.5)
3 2g D
where 2
u
0
E(L) = C2g (3.6)
and E(0) = total head through the diffuser measured at x = 0 (ft)
E(L) = head due to losses at the exit, x = L (ft)
u = diffuser exit velocity at the port (ft/sec)
so
V0 = initial velocity through diffuser (ft/sec)
f = Darcy pipe friction factor, assumed constant
L = length of diffuser (ft)
D = diameter of diffuser (ft)
2g = gravitational acceleration (ft/sec2 )
CD = discharge coefficient, assumed constant
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Equation 3.5 is arrived at through our analysis which shows that
despite a constant diameter diffuser, there is not much difference in flow
between the first and last nozzle (x = 0 and x = L, respectively).
Discharge coefficient, CD, is evaluated as .63 for a sharp-edged port
chosen for design in this study (Pearce, 1968). The friction factor, f, is
evaluated from Daily and Harleman (1970) as:
1/f = -2*Log(0 .00015) + 1.14 (3.7)
D
The capital and operating costs involved with overcoming this head
is illustrated in Figure 3.7 for the unscaled nuclear plant with once-
through cooling modified with diffusers ranging in length from 200 ft to
1,5000 ft. An exit velocity of 10 fps is assumed in each case. This is
consistent with the diffuser model results shown in Section 3.2.3. Since
each diffuser design induces a different mixed river temperature, the
choice of which diffuser is used ultimately depends on the environmental
constraints applied at the site.
While it does not play a part in the optimization, water loss due to
forced evaporation for a once-through system was calculated for comparison
with the other cooling systems. In principle this water loss should be
computed by first computing the total (forced plus natural) evaporation
and then subtracting the computed natural evaporation. The first
calculation, in turn, requires that the induced temperature field
resulting from the condenser water discharge be computed. However,
because the ability to use once-through cooling presupposes a large
water supply, water consumption is not as critical as for closed cycle
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systems and therefore a simpler approach is taken.
The approach follows Stolzenbach (1971) and computes the evaporative
flux Q based on the concept of the surface heat exchange coefficient K
(discussed further in Section 4.2). The results are expressed in Figure
3.8, which give QE in terms of the discharge variables Q and T and
E ~~ ~~~~~o o
the meterological variables of wind speed and water surface temperature.
The monthly average evaporation rates for the 1200 MWe nuclear plant was
computed based on the monthly average water surface temperatures and wind
speeds for 1970 and are presented in Chapter VII for comparison with the
other cooling systems. The computed annual average forced evaporation was
16 cfs. This is about 50% of the total of approximately 33 cfs which
would have been necessary had the total heat load been dissipated by
evaporation. The latter figure was evaluated by dividing the heat load
per pound of water, CQ AT° , by the latent heat of vaporization given
by
L = 1087 - .54Ts (BTU/lb, T in °F) (3.9)
Although heat loss through evaporation from once-through cooling is
slightly less when using submerged diffusers than when using surface canals,
it is assumed here that the forced evaporation is the same.
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Figure 3.8 Evaporative Losses Induced by Heated
Discharges (from Stolzenbach, 1971)
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3.5 Results
The primary design variables which we have considered in the
evaluation of the optimum once-through system are condenser flow rate
Qo, and outfall type. A surface discharge canal and several multi-port
diffuser designs were analyzed for both environmental and economic
preference. Figure 3.7 has shown that on the basis of economics alone,
the surface discharge canal is the most desirable outfall type over the
range of flow rates. Using minimization of cost as our focus, the
remaining results in this section will consider a constant outfall
type (surface canal) and will vary only the flow rate.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the total power production cost through the
summation of various cost components for the once-through system for
the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively. Minimum cost is reached by
changing the primary variable Q , and summing the cost components.
The optimum flow rates were found to be: nuclear plant Q = 675,000 gpm;
fossil plant Q = 375,000 gpm.
As Q is increased in the tables, the capital cost of the once-
through cooling system clearly increases while the replacement capacity
and the operating costs (base-load fuel and replacement energy) are seen
to decrease. At the higher flow rates the power plant is thermodynamically
more efficient but more energy is needed for auxiliary (e.g. pumping)
power. Thus, as Q increases, the base-load fuel cost may increase or
decrease depending on which factor is more significant; however, the
replacement energy and capacity costs will decrease due to the greater
efficiencies of the base load plant at extreme hydrologic conditions.
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Table 3.3 Power Production Cost Versus Flow Rate-1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Cost Components Flow Rate, Q (gpm x103)
(mills/KWH) (mills/KWH) 400 500 600 700 800
Plant Construction 14.929 14.934 14.934 14.944 14.949
Cooling System 0.306 0.342 0.375 0.407 0.438
Replacement Capacity 0.184 0.101 0.061 0.041 0.024
Fuel 4.828 4.830 4.832 4.833 4.835
Replacement Energy 0.255 0.112 0.057 0.032 0.021
Maintenance 0.680 0.678 0.678 0.679 0.680
Total Power
Production Cost 21.182 20.997 20.940 20.936 20.947
Table 3.4 Power Production Cost Versus Flow Rate-800 MW Fossil Plant
Cost Components Flow Rate, Q (gpm x10 3)
(mills/KWH) 200 300 400 500 600
Plant Construction 12.753 12.722 12.696 12.670 12.676
Cooling System 0.308 0.354 0.397 0.434 0.470
Replacement Capacity 0.075 0.047 0.042 0.045 0.039
Fuel 7.876 7.857 7.849 7.843 7.846
Replacement Energy 0.118 0.062 0.059 0.072 0.060
Maintenance 0.579 0.579 0.579 0.580 0.582
Total Power
Production Cost 21.709 21.623 21.622 21.644 21.673
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The plant construction costs, which represent approximately 71% of the
cost of the nuclear plant and approximately 60% of the cost of the fossil
plant, are found to vary slightly with the change inflow rate.
The sensitivity of power production cost to condenser flow rate under
variation of all the economic parameters discussed in Chapter II was
performed for all cooling systems for both the nuclear and the fossil
plants. However, only the more interesting sensitivity studies are
shown graphically. For the once-through system using a surface canal
outfall Figures 3.9 through 3.12 show sensitivity to replacement energy
cost, replacement capacity cost, capacity factor and cooling system
multiplier, all for the nuclear plant. The sensitivities for the fossil
plant are qualitatively similar and are not shown.
Aside from the obvious increase or decrease in the power production
cost which occurs when each of the factors is changed it is worthwhile
observing how the optimal flow rates vary as well. Increasing the
replacement energy costs or the cost of replacement capacity penalizes
poor efficiency and thus causes cooling systems to optimize at higher
flow rates as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. But since replacement
capacity and replacement energy are only a small part of the total
production cost, large increases in these parameters result in only
relatively small increases in generating cost. Figures 3.11 shows that
increasing the plant capacity factor also manadates mre efficient
operation, and thus a large flow rate, while Figure 3.12 shows that an
increase in the cooling system cost, which is dependent on flow rate,
suggests a lower otmal flow rate. (Note similarly from Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.9 Sensitivity Study for Replacement Energy Costs
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Figure 3.10 Sensitivity Study for Replacement Capacity
Once-Through System
1200 MW Nuclear Plant
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Figure 3.11 Sensitivity Study for Capacity Factor
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Figure 3.12 Sensitivity Study for Cooling System Multiplier
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that an increase in the length or discharge velocity of a multi-port
diffuser also suggests a decreasing optimal flow rate.) The cost of
fuel, the fixed charge rate and the plant construction cost each
have a relatively minor influence on the optimal flow rate. This is
because these dominant factors have a greater effect on the total production
cost and thus micrify any changes in cooling system design. Finally,
for the once-through system the cost of water and water treatment, two
variables mentioned in Chapter II, were assumed to be zero for the
base case calculations and no sensitivity runs were made. This is
because the ability to use once-through cooling pre-supposes a fairly
large source of cheap water. Water Treatment costs are negligible
compared to the treatment of chemical blowdown which might be required
for wet cooling systems and thus no sensitivity was considered.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 summarize the results for the once-through
simulation by breaking down total operating costs into capital cost in
1977 dollars for plant construction, cooling system and replacement
capacity , and operating cost in mills/KWH for fuel, maintenance,
and replacement energy. Also summarized in the table is the sensitivity
to variation in plant cost, fuel cost, fixed charge rate, capacity factor,
cooling system multiplier, replacement capacity and replacement energy.
In summarizing the sensitivity study, for this table, the cooling
system size (flow rate) was maintained at a constant value equal to the
optimal value obtained using base case economic parameters. This is
referred to as a transferred system, and a quantitative comparison of
this system, and one in which the cooling system is optimized for each
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Table 3.5 Cost Sensitivity Study for Once-Through
Systems - 1200 MW Nuclear Plant
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4.833
4.83'3
4. 8331
4.833
4.833
4.833
4.833
4.833
4.833
4.833
4.833
20.899
20.933
21 .014
20.921
20.933
20.958
0.679
0.679
0.679
0.679
0.681
20.924
20. 9 33
20.941
20.950
20.960
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Table 3.6 Cost Sensitivity Study for Once-Through
Systems - 800 MW Fossil Plant
°
u E ~ E - ' ,~
C VI cu C
U E > E 
v W H @ U Jc ooD W v C KCC :n.- U> C U 
($10) ($10) Hi l s il.s.MisMil K . Wi KWHl s KWH KW
* ist, Cast': 3)2.50i) 11.891 1./', ().066 7.849 0.579 21.618
I ;J (/}J'l (). 385 0. ()44/ 
MiI::; Mills MillsiW . _KWII KWH KWH
Sensitivity:
Plant Cost
$375/KWH 295.782 11.948 0.771 0.018 7.861 0.440 18.298
* $500/KWH 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.579 21.618
$750/KWH 585.939 11.834 1.980 0.143 7.828 0.856 28.226
Fuel Cost
$0.0023/KWH 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 5.823 0.579 19.592
* $0.0031/KWH 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.579 21.618
$0.0046/KWH 391.563 11.862 1.678 0.101 11.633 0.578 25.414
$0.0061/KWH 390.626 11.834 1.980 0.144 15.404 0.577 29.206
Fixed Charge Rate
15% 393.438 11.919 1.073 0.038 7.856 0.580 20.073
* 17% 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.579 21.618
20%7 391.563 11.862 1.678 0.101 7.840 0.578 23.933
(Caipacity Factor
0.5(1 390.626 11.834 I .'8() 0.144 7.828 (0.577 . II
* 9.7') 392. 501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0. ')79 :I .618
(Cooling System
Multiplier
0.75 392.501 10.738 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.578 21.580
* 1.00 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 9.579 21.618
1.50 392.501 14.295 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.580 21.701
Replac. Capac.
$120/KW 392.501 11.891 1.032 0.065 7.849 0.578 21.606
* $160/KW 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.579 21.618
$240/KW 392.501 11.891 1.661 0.066 7.849 0.580 21.641
Replac. Energy
$0.0225/KWH 390.626 11.834 1.980 O.108 7.828 0.577 21.594
* $0.0300/KWH 392.501 11.891 1.375 0.066 7.849 0.579 21.618
$0.0375/KWH 393.438 11.919 1.073 0.048 7.856 0.580 21.630
$0.0450/KWH 394.375 11.948 0.770 0.027 7.861 0.581 21.637
$0.0600/KWH 395.313 11.976 0.468 0.010 7.865 0.582 21.645
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comparison was made for the dry cooling towers (Choi and Glicksman, 1978 )
This type of "optimized system" could be made from the sensitivity
studies by interpolating between flow rates for the optimum and then
costing that system. But since it was found in the sensitivity study
for dry towers that the difference in generating cost between the
"optimized" and "transferred" systems was small, the transferred system
is tabulated for all the cooling systems.
It is apparent from these tables that changes in the economic
parameters have a much greater effect on the overall production cost
than do changes in the system design (varying Q ). This is especially
true for the major economic components (plant cost, fuel cost, fixed
charge rate, capacity factor) where varying these leads to increases
(or decreases) of 5 to 40%. Changes in the system design generally
amount to changes much less than 5% of the total production cost.
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Chapter IV
COOLING PONDS
4.1 Introduction
Cooling ponds are large waterbodies, typically several hundred to
several thousand acres in surface area, used for closed cycle cooling.
Heated water from the plant condensers flows through the pond, loses heat
to the atmosphere through evaporation, radiation and conduction, and is re-
circulated through the plant intake. Because of the finite surface area,
the condenser intake temperature is generally higher, and thus the thermo-
dynamic efficiency lower, than for an equivalent once-through system. How-
ever, these differences can be reduced if the pond size is increased. As
opposed to cooling lakes which are created by the damming of a stream,
cooling ponds are artificially constructed, usually by the erection of earth
dikes, and recieve their make-up water from nearby surface or subsurface
supplies. Internal dikes as shown in Figure 4.1 are often added to direct
the flow and prevent recirculation.
The objective in designing cooling ponds is to maximize surface heat
transfer while minimizing construction and operational costs. A systematic
evaluation of pond depth, areal geometry, internal baffling, condenser flow
rate, etc. is being performed in conjunction with the present study (Adams
et al. 1978). The results suggest that in many cases a cost-effective pond
is shallow and involves a sufficient number of baffles to create an essen-
tially one-dimensional flow. (Again, see Figure 4.1).
One of the characteristics which distinguishes cooling ponds from
other closed cycle cooling systems is their "thermal-inertia." Thermal
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Discharge Flow
Intake
ter
Baffles
Figure 4.1 Plan View of a Typical Cooling Pond (Dresden, Illinois,
Cooling Pond)
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inertia arises from the large mass of water involved and allows the pond
to damp out high temperature peaks, induced by variations in plant loading
or meteorological conditions, which would adversely affect the performance
of cooling towers. It also dictates that true pond performance be simu-
lated with a transient model using a time series of meteorological data.
However, in the design state, where many alternatives must be evaluated, a
transient simulation is rather costly and so a simpler, yet physically
meaningful, analytical design model has been developed for this thesis.
4.2 Environmental Factors
Cooling ponds are closed cycle cooling systems that qualify as a tech-
nological control of thermal dishcarges. The EPA, in its Effluent Guide-
lines and Standards for Steam Electric Power Generating (40 CFR 423, 1974),
makes the distinction between cooling ponds and cooling lakes. A cooling
pond is an "off-stream" water impoundment which does not impede the flow
of a navigable stream and is used to remove waste heat from power plants.
Cooling lakes are "'on-stream" water impoundments created by damming a small
stream, hence impeding its flow. While thermal legislation can be applied
to cooling lakes, it only applies to the heat from the blowdown of a cooling
pond and thus the waste heat load is often far greater for ponds than for
lakes.
The EPA defines "blowdown" (40 CFR 423, 1974) as "the minimum discharge
of recirculating water for the purpose of discharging materials contained
in the process, the further buildup of which would cause concentrations ex-
ceeding limits established by best engineering practice." In addition to
Ure lmiril re(lIlrmenti-i for these tllygl I)pltlitnt con evntriations, t EPA
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designates that "heat may be discharged in blowdown from cooling ponds pro-
vided the temperature at which the blowdown is discharged does not exceed
at any time the lowest temperature of recirculated cooling water prior
to the addition of make-up water." Although blowdown contains only 1 to 2%
of the condenser water flow, the regulations are necessary since the dis-
charge heat from blowdown can have relatively large effects in small streams.
Because the contribution of forced evaporation to total surface heat
transfer increases with increasing surface temperature above equilibrium
temperature, cooling ponds consume more water, and have more fogging poten-
tial, than once-through systems. They may also consume somewhat more
water than other closed cycle cooling system (e.g., towers), due to
natural evaporation (that which would occur in the absence of artificial
heating) and seepage, although this is not always the case. The rate of
water loss will be calculated later in this Chapter and compared with the
other systems in Chapter VII.
Make-up water is needed to replace that lost by evaporation, blowdown
and seepage. Since the quantity of water requried is low (3 to 5% of con-
denser flow) these intakes are much smaller than those for once-through
systems and therefore the effects of intake impingement and entrainment are
smaller. And because of their storage, cooling ponds hold an advantage
over other forms of evaporative cooling (e.g., towers) in that they need
not withdraw their make-up water continuously. Thus in regions of hydro-
logic variability, the utility can store water during low flow and replace
it during periods of high flow. In (predominantely western) states where
water usage is governed by appropriation rights, this allows a utility to
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purchase feweror more "junior",water rights. A related advantage is that
the level of blowdown treatment, which usually must be geared to conditions
of low flow, can be reduced by discharging primarily during periods of
higher river flow.
Other environmental impacts may be associated with seepage losses
from cooling ponds. Infiltration may affect the surrounding groundwater
reservoir by (1) contaminating the groundwater supply or (2) recharging the
local groundwater structure, thus raising the water table elevation and
affecting surrounding land use.
While water consumption, blowdown, fogging and infiltration may be
important environmental problems, the major environmental consideration in
the selection of cooling ponds is their large land requirements (typically
3/4 to 2 acres/MWe) making them unattractive where either land (or land
development) costs are high or local land use policies restrict their siting.
It should be mentioned that spray modules can be added to a cooling
pond to form a type of mixed-mode cooling system which can significantly
reduce land requirements. Spray devices aerate the water by shooting it
over the surface of the pond thus increasing the effective surface area of
water exposed to the air and the relative velocity between the water drop-
lets and the air, thereby accelerating cooling. Spray ponds allow a re-
duction in surface area by as much as a factor of twenty (20),(HEDL, 1972),
at the expense of additional capital and operating expenses for the spray
units. Due largely to the inability to accurately predict their hydro-
thermal performance, spray units have not been widely used and they will not
be considered xplicitly in this study.
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4.3 Performance Model
This section presents the methodology by which the transient charac-
teristics of a shallow cooling pond can be treated in a quasi--steady hydro-
thermal model. In this way different cooling pond designs can be compared
through simulation with a cumulative distribution of meteorological data
in much the same manner as other cooling systems (e.g., towers). The ma-
terial in this section has been derived largely from recent cooling pond
studies at MIT (e.g., Jirka et al., 1978) and a cooling pond optimization
study (Adams, et al., 1978) which is being conducted in parallel with the
present effort.
4.3.1 A Transient Simulation Model
A transient, mathematical model for shallow, one-dimensional type
cooling ponds, has been developed by Watanabe and Jirka (1977); the es-
sential features are indicated in Figure 4.2. The pond is schematized by
its length, L, its average surface width, W, its average depth, H, and
the circulating water flow, Q. The jet entrance mixing region is a small
fraction of the total pond area; the major throughflow portion of the
pond is characterized by a longitudinal dispersion process.
Following Taylor (1954), the longitudinal dispersion of heat is
written as a one-dimensional bulk diffusion equation with cross-sectionally
averaged variables
T + U T E 32T _n
at D x = L Dx2 pcH (4.1)
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where T = cross-sectional mean temperature, U = cross-sectional mean
velocity Q/WH, x = longitudinal distance, t = time, EL = longitudinal dis-
persion coefficient, n = net heat flux across the surface, and pc = heat
capacity of water per unit volume. Equation (4.1) assumes a channel of
constant W, H and EL. The extension to variable values of W, H and EL
is readily made, but is not needed for this generic design study. Equa-
tions of the above type have been frequently used to model the dispersion
of tracers and pollutants in natural streams and rivers (e.g., Fischer,
1967, McQuivey and Keefer, 1976).
Equation (4.1) is valid within the pond length L, that is, in the
domain of 0 < x < 1. The boundary conditions which apply in dispersive
fluid systems of finite length are given as follows:
At the inflow:
EL 3TTx=0 - UL ax x=0 =T (4.2)
where T = inflow temperature
At the outflow:
EL IT 0 (4.3)UL ax x=O
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The inflow boundary condition expresses continuity between the purely
convective transport in the inflow channel and the sum of convective and
dispersive transport just within the pond. The outflow boundary condition
eliminates any dispersive flux into the outflow channel.
A numerical solution of Equation (4.1) has been developed using a
finite difference scheme with the Crank-Nicholson method. The two
parameters which have to be defined in order to predict the behavior of
the cooling pond are the dispersion coefficient, EL, and the total heat
flux through the water surface, n. The dispersion coefficient follows
Fischer (1967) and is given by
2
E 0.3 U 2EL = (4.4)L K2H
KH
where K von Karman's constant (0.4) and f = friction coefficient.
The net surface heat flux can be broken into the following components:
~n = sn + an (4.5)
$r
where sn = net incident solar radiation (incident minus reflected)
sn
fan= net incident atmospheric radiation (incident minus
reflected)
~r = net radiation term
+,fict hltIL t ifs" oerm
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The net heat loss, L in turn can be written as
L = br + e + c (4.6)
where Obr = long wave (back) radiation from the water surface
Oe = evaporative heat fluxe
4c = conductive heat flux
The complete non-linear expression for surface heat transfer is given by
Ryan and Harleman (1973) as
-8 4
On = Or -{4x10 (T+460) +f(W)[(e s-ea)+0.255(T-Ta )]} (4.7)n r .~~~~- S * .
Obr 4e 4c
where 4,r = sc(1-.65C ) +1.16x10 -13( 460+Ta) (1+0.17C )
4sc = clear sky radiationSC
f(W) = 22.4(AO v)l/3+14W2
es = saturated vapor pressure (mmHg) of air at the average
water surface temperature T
5
e = actual vapor pressure (mmHg) of the ambient air at air
a
temperature
T = air temperature ( F)
a
C = cloud cover (0 to 1)
W2 = wind velocity (mph) measured two meters above the water
surface
Ae -= vrtual temperature difference = T - T
v s a
v v
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T = T /(l-0.378e /p)
S SS
vV
T = T/(1-0.378e /p)
av a aV
p = atmospheric pessure (mmHg)
The rate of water loss by evaporation is computed by dividing the evapora-
tive heat loss term, f(W)(e -e ), by the latent heat of vaporization.
A comparison of model predictionwith field data from the Dresden,
Illinois cooling pond shown in Figure 4.1 is reported by Watanabe and Jirka
(1977). Agreement was generally within 1°F and the transient nature of
the temperature fluctuations from the plant, as well as the long term
weather and some diurnal changes, were exhibited by the model when run
with a time step of three hours. The model also compared favorably with
two simpler models which are commonly used in cooling pond design: a plug
flow model in which EL is effecitvely zero and a fully-mixed model in
which EL is effectively infinite.
4.3.2 The Need for Long Term Simulation
In order to evaluate the performance of a particular cooling pond, it
is necessary to cover a wide range in meteorological conditions which
might occur during the pond's life time. A brute force way to do this
involves running a transient numerical model with time-varying meteoro-
logical conditions for a number of years. From these simulation results,
the frequency distribution of the plant intake temperature can be obtained
and the effect of the plant performance can be evaluated.
A disadvantage of a long term transient simulation, however, is the
considerable computation time and effort which is nvolved; at the design
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stage, where a number of aternative designs must: e I uaited, lic ;1
!tittil:ll 1)1l 1 [lmpr)lct IcAIl. 'ler.lolv,, IL .is lct'i.4:ly Lo develop a finm-
pler, approximate, model to be used for the purpose of initial pond design.
In particular it would be desirable to use a steady state model so that,
as with the design of cooling towers and once-through systems, a fre-
quency distribution of meteorological data, rather than a long time
series, can be used. The more accurate transient simulation model can
then be used to evaluate the chosen design.
4.3.3 Development of a Quasi-Steady State Model
The quasi-steady model uses the following differential equation
EL a2 pcH (T-T) (4.8)ax Lax2 pcH E
along with boundary conditions given by Equations (4.2) and (4.3).
Equation (4.8) differs from Equation (4.1) only in the use of a linearized
excess temperature representation for surface heat transfer (see below) and
the fact that the time dependent term is missing. The model is quasi-
steady in the sense that the input parameters governing the pond perfor-
mance (plant operating conditions and meteorology) are assumed to be con-
stant over a period of time and the pond temperature is assumed to be in
instantaneous equilibrium with these parameters. The constant input para-
meters are derived by averaging the real parameters over the time inter-
val. Clearly this procedure is an approximation of true pond behavior.
By averaging the input data one is filtering high frequency fluctuations
and by assuming "instant response" one is ignoring the "thermal inertia"
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known to characterize ponds. The intent is to adjust the averaging in-
terval such that the effects cancel as much as possible in their influence
on the cumulative distribution of intake temperatures.
The solution to Equations (4.8), (4.2) and (4.3) was first given by
Wehner and Wilhelm (1956), and the outflow temperature T at x = L can be
1
written as:
Ti-TE 4aexp{1/2E }i E. L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(4.9)
To-Tm (l+a2 )exp{a/2EL}-(l-a 2)exp{-a/2EL}o E (1+a ~L L
where a = *l+4rEL
KA
r = pcQ
EL
* EL
andE=and EL UL
Since the cooling pond is a closed system, dishcarge temperature T can be
0
written as T = T +AT . Substituting T into Equation (4.9) gives
T.-T 4aexp{l/2EL }
AT 2 *20o (l+a) exp{a/2EL}-(l-a) exp{-a/2E }-4aexp{1/2E }
L L L (4.10)
In order to predict the intake temperature Ti, the equilibrium tem-
perature, TE, and the heat exchange coefficient, K, have to be defined.
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The former is defined as the water temperature at which the net heat flux
~n = 0. Therefore TE can be obtained iteratively by solving the following
equation,
n = ~r-{ 4xlO - 8 (TE+4 60 ) +f(W ) [ (es-ea)+0.255(TE-Ta)]} = 0
n r E S a E a ~~~~~~~~~~(4.11)
The linearized surface heat exchange coefficient K is defined as
follows:
pn 1
K = - DT = 230+[14W2+22.4(AO V)l/3](s+0.255)
S
2
3 ~~~~*
+ 7.5(AO ) [e -e +0.255(T-T )] (4.12)
v s a s a
where = 0.255-0.0085T +0.000204T (mmHg/° F).
5 ~~S S
In order to give the correct value of the total heat transfer through the
,
relationship n= -K(Ts-TE), K is evaluated at T which lies between the
average water surface temperature, T, and the equilibrium temperature, TE
(see Figure 4.3). For this analysis it is assumed that
* 1
T =- (Ts+T) (4.13)
s 2 s E
The average water surface temperature is given by
AT
T = T + (4.14)
s E r
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Figure 4.3 Variation of Heat Transfer Coefficient
K with Water Surface Temperature T
S
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n
so that
* AT (4.15)
s TE 2r
Since the value of r is not known a priori, it must be determined by itera-
tion.
4.3.4 Comparison of Quasi-Steady State Model and Transient Model
Cumulative distributions of predicted intake temperatures using both
the quasi-steady and the transient models were compared using a schematic
pond (similar to the Dresden pond, but scaled to a size appropriate for
1200 MW) with the following characteristics: L = 21750', W = 1500',H =10',
Qo = 1260 cfs and T = 230F (constant heat rate assumed). Steady plant0
operation was assumed so that the discharge temperature was obtainable from
the intake temperature at the previous time step. The transient model was
run for two summers (May-September, 1966 and 1967) using three hour meteoro-
logical data from Argonne National Laboratory; the cumulative distribution
of intake temperatures predicted with this model are shown in Figure 4.4 as
a solid line. Quasi-steady calculations were also made for the same pond
and time period by averaging the meteorological data over different averag-
ing intervals, computing values of K and TE for each time interval, and
then using Equation (4.10) to compute intake temperature. Distributions of
intake temperatures are plotted in Figure 4.4 for averaging intervals of 1,
3, and 5 days.
Comparison of the various graphs indicates that reasonably good
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agreement is obtained between the transient model and the 3-day averaged
model. By contrast, results for 1-day averaging show greater extremes in
temperatures suggesting that the averaging has not adequately filtered
the high frequency fluctuations, while the distributions resulting from
5-day averaging is the flattest, suggesting that the averaging of input data
provides more filtering than the transient model. These results indicate
that, for this site and pond, an averaging of 3 days seems appropriate.
This figure seems reasonable as it corresponds roughly to the time cons-
pcH
tant, Kc , which governs the response of a shallow water body to a step
change in TE. Because all of our pond designs will be based on H = 10',
and will involve a similar climate to that used in the example, an averaging
time of 3 days will be used throughout.
4.4 Optimization Model
4.4.1 Design Variables
The optimal pond is found by finding that combination of design varia-
bles which minimizes the total cooling system cost (operation and construc-
tion) in accordance with the procedures discussed in Chapter II.
The pond is assumed to be constructed of dikes and baffles to provide
a one-dimensional vertically well-mixed flow. The solution for intake tem-
perature, Equation (4.11), and the supporting discussion in the previous
section, suggests that pond performance may depend on condenser flow rate
Qo (or temperature rise AT ), and pond dimensions L, W and H. Noting from
Equation (4.8) that intake temperature depends primarily on AT and surface
0
area (A = L*W), and only weakly on L, H and W independently (e.g. through
*their influence on EL), it is concluded that A and AT are the primarytheir influence on EL), it is concluded that A and ATo are the primary
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design variables which should be studied. Therefore pond depth and width
were set to constant values of 10' and 2000', respectively.
It should be noted that, although temperature rise and pond area
are primary design variables, program calculations were made using flow
rate and residence time V as independent variables. Flow rates for
QO
both nuclear and fossil-fueled plants, were selected such that AT ranged
0
between nominal values of 10°F and 40°F while residence times of between
1 and 8 days were used.
4.2.2 Data Aggregation
The ten years of meteorological data (1961-1970) discussed in Chapter
II were used for the design evaluation. As a first step each of the rele-
vant variables was averaged over 3-day intervals and values of K and TE
were computed for each interval. These variables were then stored in a
bi-variate distribution of K and T using intervals of 30 BTU/ft2-°F-dayE
for K and 10°F for TE < 70 F and 2F for TE > 70°F.
4.4.3 Cooling Pond Costing
In determining pond costs, it was assumed that the pond would be U-
shaped (similar to the Dresden, Illinois pond) with a constant width
as shown in Figure 4.5a. The central baffle and the perimeter dikes would
be constructed with earth fill obtained from local excavation. Cross-
sectional dimensions are indicated in Figure 4.5b. Costs for excavation,
3fill, core and erosion protection were assumed to be $3.5/yd or $97/linear
foot. Since the pond width is constant, total baffle/dike cost is
$780,000 + $6160/acre. Cost of land purchase and preparation was assumed
99
2W = 4000'
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a) Plan View
b) Cross Section of Dikes and Baffles
Figure 4.5 Cooling Pond Dimensions
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to be $3000/acre so that total pond construction costs is $780,000 +
$6160/acre. To study sensitivity, total costs of 1.5 and .75 times this
value were also considered.
4.4.4 Water Balances
A water balance must be written to compute the make-up water require-
ments and water consumption for a cooling pond. The former can be com-
puted by treating the cooling pond as a control volume and accounting for
all inflows and outflows to this volume. Over a sufficient period of
time the inflows and outflows must be equal, so referring to Figure 4.6,
QM QP =QE + QB +QS (4.16)
where
= make-up water flow (cfs)
Q = precipitation applied directly to pond surface (cfs)
= total water evaporation losses (natural plus forced)
QE
QB = water blowdown (cfs)
QS = water seepage (cfs)
The evaporation rate, QE' consists of both natural and forced eva-
poration and can be computed from the evaporative heat flux given in
Equation 4.7. For the 1200 MWe nuclear plant with the optimized pond
(area = 1770 acres, AT = 20°F) the average evaporation for the year 1970,
0
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Figure 4.6 Water Balance for ooli-ng Ponds
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in which a transient simulation was performed, was 27.7 cfs. Whileboth na-
tural and forced evaporation are included in this calculation, the natural
evaporation can be estimated separately by running the model without heat
loading. The average natural evaporation for the 1770 acre pond in 1970 was
8.2 cfs. This can be compared with an annual average natural evaporation
of 6.5 cfs computed from the U.S. Climatic Atlas (U.S. Department of Com-
merce, 1968) based on an evaporation rate of 32 inches/yr. Both the na-
tural and forced components of evaporation are plotted as a function of time
in Chapter VII. The annual average precipitation rate, also obtained
from the Climatic Atlas was 35 inches/year. The seepage rate is expected
to vary considerably from site to site and no specific values were com-
puted for our site. Instead, a value of 5 cfs/1000 acre was selected as
representative of values compiled from HEDL (1972).
The remaining two terms, QM and QB must be determined based on max-
imum concentration allowances for dissolved solids. Denoting CM as
the concentration of the make-up water and CB as the concentration of the
blowdown (and also any seepage) then,
QM = (QB QS)CB (4.17)
Combining with Equation 4.16 the blowdown flow can be given as
(QE + QS - QP )CM - QCB (418)
B C -C.18)
CB-CM
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The value of CM is site specific while CB is dependent on either
environmental constraints, where no treatment is applied, or constraints
on permissible concentrations of various dissolved solids (Ca, Mg, Si, etc.)
designed to prevent scaling, fouling, etc., within the condenser. Since
costs for water and treatment are zero for the study site, QB and QM are
evaluated only for the sensitivity study. Values of CB and CM were se-
lected as: CM = 100 ppm, CB = 200 ppm which corresponds to a cycle of
concentration (CB/CM) of 2. The resulting flow rates given by Equations
4.18 and 4.17 are: QB = 11.7 cfs, QM = 41.2 cfs.
The computation of water consumption is not as straightforward as
the computation of water requirements. From a chemicalstandpoint, water is
not consumed by the cooling process; instead it merely changes state and
may be transferred from a surface to a groundwater supply or vice versa.
Following the guidelines of Espey and Huston (1977) the rate of "water
consumption" may be viewed as the flow of water denied to a particular
water resource (e.g., the make-up source), at a point downstream from
the hydrologic influence of the pond, as a result of the existence of the
pond. Because the construction of a cooling pond involves hydrological
changes in the areas surrounding the pond as well as in the pond itself,
consumption should be evaluated by computing the flow of the make-up water
source without the pond and subtracting from this the computed flow with
the pond. Assuming that the make-up source is a tream, one might evaluate
the consumption at a point A in Figure 4.6 as
QC= QM QB QsRs+ QR (4.19)
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where
QC= water consumption rate (cfs)
RS = fraction of cooling pond seepage flow which enters thc
river and
Rp = fraction of precipitation which would have entered the
stream via groundwater or surface runoff had the pond not
been built.
Substituting for QM-QB from Equation 4.16 yields
QC = E - Q(1-RP) + QS(l-Rs) (4.20)
Evaluation of and R depends on the hydrologic characteristics of
the area. For cooling ponds located near the banks of a river, it is
reasonable to assume that both may be nearly one. At any rate, QE is the
largest term and the only one which is evaluated for the present purposes.
The make-up water costs and blowdown treatment costs for the values
of QM and QB respectively are evaluated at the rate given in Section 2.6
where the base case was assumed $0.00/1000 gal. and $0.10/1000 gal
respectively for the plant site on the Mississippi River. However, the
sensitivity to water and waste water treatment costs was evaluated from
$0.05/1000 gal to $1.00/1000 gal and are shown in the next section.
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4.5 Results
To evaluate the optimum pond, power production cost is plotted
against the two design variables, AT and Area (A). The examples or
0
the nuclear unit is shown in Figure 4.7 which indicates that the minimum
cost is associated with a AT of 20°F (Q = 800,000 gpm) and an area
of 77 x106 ft2 (1770 acres, 0.68 MWe per acre, residence time of 5 days).
The AT of 20°F and residence time of 5 days also correspond to the
0
optimal cooling pond for the 800 MWe fossil plant (not shown) where
2
Qo = 360,000 gpm and A = 33 million ft . Because generating costs appear
more sensitive to area than temperature rise, the remaining results
in this section will consider a constant temperature rise of 20°F and
will vary only the pond area.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the total power production cost for varying
cooling pond designs for the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively.
As with the once-through,the cost of generation is broken down into
various components of capital, operating and penalty costs.
The sensitivity of power production cost to cooling system size
(pond area, for a constant temperature rise of 20°F) is shown for
variation of the cooling system multiplier in Figure 4.8. Sensitivity
to the other economic parameters is not shown graphically since their
behavior is similar to that discussed with the once-through system;
however the sensitivity is included in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. As with the
once-through system, increasing the pond multiplier results in a shift
towards a smaller cooling system (pond area) at the expense of lower
operating efficiency. However, this shift is more prominent with the
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Table 4.1 Power Production Cost Versus Pond Area-1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Cost Component Pond Area (106 x ft2)
(mills/KWH) 46.5 62.0 77.5 93.0 108.4
Plant Construction 15.003 14.945 14.945 14.945 14.945
Cooling System 0.519 0.555 0.594 0.632 0.670
Replacement Capacity 0.130 0.116 0.099 0.087 0.079
Fuel 4.843 4.834 4.834 4.834 4.834
Replacement Energy 0.103 0.100 0.075 0.062 0.053
Maintenance 0.691 0.689 0.690 0.691 0.692
Water Treatment 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026
Total Power
Production Cost 21.315 21.265 21.262 21.277 21.299
Table 4.2 Power Production Cost Versus Pond Area-800 MW Fossil Plant
Cost Component Pond Area (106 x ft2)
(mills/KWH) 20.7 27.6 34.5 41.4 48.3
Plant Construction 12.788 12.768 12.760 12.755 12.724
Cooling System 0.420 0.445 0.471 0.497 0.522
Replacement Capacity 0.070 0.065 0.061 0.059 0.066
Fuel 7.897 7.883 7.877 7.873 7.864
Replacement Energy 0.090 0.075 0.065 0.059 0.082
Maintenance 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.587 0.586
Water Treatment 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019
Total Power
Production Cost 21.870 21.841 21.839 21.849 21.863
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cooling pond, since the cooling system cost (land and construction) are
greater than for the once-through system. Sensitivity to water and
water treatment costs, which were performed for the cooling pond, showed
little influence on the optimal pond area.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 summarize the cooling pond design and sensitivity
analysis to variation of economic parameters for the nuclear and fossil
plants, respectively, using the same format as for the once-through
system. As with the other cooling systems, these tables summarize the
costs for only the optimum cooling pond size (flow rate and pond area)
obtained using base case economic parameters.
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Table 4.4 Cost Sensitivity Study for Cooling Ponds
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Chapter V
WET TOWERS
5.1 Introduction
The wet (or evaporative) cooling towers commonly used by the power in-
dustry include both natural draft and mechanical draft types. In both,
water from the condenser is distributed in fine droplets over an internal
fill. Circulating air is brought into direct contact with the water to pro-
mote heat transfer, primarily by evaporation. The cooled water is then
returned to the condenser. Because they do not have the large land re-
quirements of cooling ponds or the considerably lower thermodynamic ef-
ficiency of dry towers, evaporative towers are perhaps the simplest
cooling alternative in situations where water supply or thermal standards
prevent once-through cooling.
It should be pointed out that while we are considering wet towers only
for use as a closed cycle cooling system, they may also be used to sup-
plement once-through cooling, i.e., the condenser cooling water can be
circulated through a wet tower, before being discharged to the receiving
water body, in order to reduce the thermal impact. In a parallel effort,
included as part of the present project, a case study of TVA's Browns
Ferry Nuclear Power Plant cooling system has been undertaken. The cooling
system consists of a submerged diffuser and banks of mechanical draft wet
towers. The objective of the research has been to determine the optimal
use of open cycle, closed cycle or helper cycle modes in order to meet pre-
scribed constraints on induced temperature rise.
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Like ponds, wet towers consume large amounts of water due primarily
to evaporation and are thermodynamically less efficient than once-through
systems. Furthermore, evaporative towers respond more quickly to changes
in the ambient meteorology than do ponds or once-through and thus may
exhibit poorer performance during extreme environmental conditions.
Finally, the auxiliary power required to pump the circulating water to the
top of the fill imposes an additional operating cost.
The two types of wet towers studied here are physically very different,
yet use the same heat transfer processes. The natural draft cooling tower
is a tall hyperbolic chimney with a height up to about 500 feet and a base
diameter up to about 450 feet. The mechanical draft tower is less than 100
feet high and uses fans to circulate air through the tower. Mechanical
draft towers can either be forced draft (fan located at the bottom of the
tower section) of induced draft (fan located at the top of the tower).
Heat transfer in the wet tower occurs when the free energy content
available for exchange (or enthalpy) of the water is greater than that of
the air. It is this differential in enthalpies which determines the tower's
capacity to remove waste heat. The enthalpy of the cooling water is a
function of its temperature. Because the dominant component in evaporative
tower heat transfer is evaporation, the "effective" enthalpy of the air is
determined primarily by its wet-bulb temperature. Therefore, the rate of
heat transfer is governed by the difference between the temperature of the
hot water passing through the tower and the wet-bulb temperature of the air
entering the tower.
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Three additional factors influence the cooling performance of a tower.
The first is the total area of the air-water interface available for heat
transfer. The cooling water is passed down through an internal fill of
baffles or plates, whose purpose is to break the flow into droplets
(baffles) or to spread it into thin sheets (plates).
The second factor affecting cooling is the ratio of air flow to water
flow within the tower. A high air to water ratio serves two purposes:
first, it creates a larger effective sink into which waste heat may be
transferred; second, it insures unheated ambient air is quickly replacing
heated air, thus maintaining the large enthalpy differential necessary
for cooling. Natural draft towers take advantage of the fact that heated,
vapor-laden air leaving the fill has a lower density than the surrounding
ambient air, establishing a buoyancy force. The product of this buoyant
force and shell height represents the energy available for circulating air
through the tower. For a given shell height and buoyant force the maximum
air flow is a function of the head loss of the air mass passing through
the tower.
The third factor to affect the performance of a tower is the direction
of the air flow ("counterflow" vs. "cross-flow") relative to the direction
of the water flow. In counterflow towers, the two flows pass in opposite
directions with the water passing down through the fill and the air passing
up through the fill. The advantage of this arrangement is that while the
circulating air is becoming warmer as it approaches the top, it is coming
into contact with progressively warmer water. This flow configuration
serves to maintain a fairly constant enthalp- differential along the length
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of the two flows. This configuration has the disadvantage of larger head
loss through the fill, thereby diminishing the air flow through the tower.
In "cross-flow" towers, the air stream passes at right angles to the
downward path of the water. While this arrangement does not offer the
thermodynamic advantage of maintaining a constant enthalpy differential
along the air flow path, it avoids some of the head loss effects present
in the counterflow.
To illustrate the types of wet tower configurations available, Figure
5.1 shows a counterflow natural draft tower and a cross flow mechanical
draft tower.
5.2 Environmental Factors
Like cooling ponds, wet towers eliminate much of the adverse impact
caused by the heated discharge and the intake of once-through systems. The
restrictions on heat discharged by blowdown as well as the treatment of
blowdown are given by the Effluent Guidelines (40 CFR 423, 1974) and are
similar to the guidelines given for ponds.
Evaporative cooling towers were considered by the EPA to be the best
available technology for abating the thermal impact from steam-electric
power plants. However, while wet towers may eliminate some of the adverse
effects of once-through cooling, they are not without their own impacts.
In addition to higher costs, wet towers consume considerably more water
than once-through systems. This is due mostly to evaporation which
constitutes about 75% of the heat transfer from the wet tower. Make-up
water is also required due to water loss from drift (about 0.2% of
condenser flow) and blowdown (about 1 to 2%).
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The remaining environmental impacts associated with wet towers are
specific to either the mechanical draft or the natural draft tower. Fogging
and icing caused by plume condensation, and particle drift are more of a
problem for the mechanical draft tower since it releases its plume less
than 100 feet above ground level. In addition, noise impacts are most
significant in the mechanical draft tower due to fan operation. While
natural draft operation requires no fans and can reduce ground level fogging
by releasing its plume at a much greater height, it has greater aesthetic
impacts. Both types of towers can have land use impacts but these are
much less than for the cooling pond, with natural draft towers, generally
having smaller land requirements. Finally, mechanical draft towers must
be carefully designed against hot air recirculation and air flow interference
while the natural draft needs to avoid aviation problems and hurricane
threat.
Evaluation of the environmental effects from wet towers is generally
difficult due to the site specific nature of the impacts. However, some
quantification of the fogging impact will be made here and evaluation of
the water consumption is made in Section 5.4 since these are the more
significant effects associated with evaporative cooling.
Figure 5.2 illustrates fogging from both a natural and a mechanical
draft wet tower. While the aesthetic impact of the natural draft tower is
obvious from these photographs, the fogging impact is more serious with
the mechanical draft tower where the vapor plume is more likely to diffuse
to the ground level.
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Figure 5.2 Fogging from Wet Cooling Towers
(from Bogh, 1974)
(from Pacific Gas and Electric Co. I reported in Wilson
and Jones, 1974)
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Fog is produced when the warm, almost saturated air from the tower
mixes with the cooler ambient air. As the air becomes cooler, saturation
and supersaturation with respect to water vapor content occurs resulting
in vapor condensation into droplets of fog.
The modeling of fogging plumes used in this study follows Croley
et al.(1975) for the mechanical draft evaporative tower, where fogging
considerations are limited to (1) occurrence of visible plume and (2) the
severity of the plume. The path of the plume which determines whether
ground fogging will occur is dependent upon wind direction and velocity
and is not considered here. But it is recognized that in the absence of
wind, the buoyant force which causes the plume to rise is the major force
acting on the plume.
Fogging is measured by indicators based on the saturation curve.
A linear "mix" line on the psychrometric chart shown in Figure 5.3 was
assumed to apply for the plume temperature and humidity as the tower
exhaust returns to ambient conditions. The saturation line describes the
locus of points where air is just saturated with water vapor. At points
above this line, the air is supersaturated producing a visible fog
condition. Thus, whenever the mix line crosses the saturation line a
visible plume occurs (e.g. from A to E). Point A in the figure is
the saturated state that is assumed to represent the cooling tower exhaust
while point C corresponds to a possible ambient atmospheric condition.
The assumed thorough mixing of cooling tower effluent and atmospheric air
presumably follows the straight line from A to C. The fogging severity
is defined as the area between the saturation curve and the mix line that
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Figure 5,3 Plume/Atmosphere Interaction
(From Reisman, 1973)
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lies in the supersaturated portion of the psychrometric chart.
The results of the plume model are shown in Table 5.1. Using the
discrete bivariate distribution of wet bulb and dry bulb temperatures
that characterize the study site , four different tower designs
(represented by tower lengths) applied with the 1200 MW nuclear plant
are evaluated and compared for (1) fogging severity (lb water* °F/lb air)
at a select meteorological condition (30° wet bulb, 30° dry bulb,
probability of occurrence = 12%) and (2) frequency at which the fogging
severity exceeds a selected value (.10 lb water °F/lb air).
5.3 Performance Model
The model examines splash fill, cross-flow configurations for both
the mechanical draft and natural draft towers. The decision to examine
the cross-flow configuration rather than a counterflow arrangement was
due to the availability of a flexible thermodynamic program for the former
and not due to any a priori assumption that the cross-flow was economically
preferable to the counterflow.
Merkel developed the governing equations for heat transfer between
the cooling water and the circulating air in 1925. It is the solution of
these equations, with a computer algorithm, which essentially determines
the model used to predict a cooling tower's thermodynamic performance.
Examining an elementary volume of the fill (Figure 5.4) we observe
that water enters with a temperature "ti" and leaves at temperature "t ".0
The rate of heat loss by the water is equal to:
L AxAy (dt) k (5.1)
x z
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Table 5.1 Results of Fogging Model
Fogging Severity
at 30° DBT, 30° WBT
(lb water.°F/lb air)
0.257
0.160
0.108
0.074
Frequency at which
Fogging Severity > 0.10
% days/year
53
42
25
0
193
153
91
0
123
Tower
Length
(ft)
800
1000
1200
1400
L. T . H.
G, hi t i
G, h , t
0 0
Fig. 5.4 Differential Control Volume Used to Describe Heat Transfer in an
Evaporative Tower
Nomenclature
I: Tower circulating water flow (lb/hr)
G: Tower circulating air flow (lb/hr)
y: Width of tower fill (feet)
x: Length of tower fill (feet)
z: Depth of tower fill (feet)
Ay: Incremental width of fill (feet)
Ax: Incremental length of fill (feet)
Az: Incremental depth of fill (feet)
k: Specific heat of water (BTU/lb/ F)
t: Circulating water temperature within incremental fill volume, T t<T (0F)
hi: Enthalpy of a r entering incremental fill volume (BTU/lb)
h : Enthalpy of air leavntering incremental fill volume (BTU/lb)ih0 Enthalpy of air leaving incremental fill volume (BTU/lb)
o: 2)
K: Effective mass transfer between water and air within tower (lb/hr/ft )
a: Effective area available for heat transfer per unit volume of fill (ft 2/ft
3 )
h: Enthalpy of air within incremental fill volume, hi<h° h (BTU/lb)
Hi: Enthalpy of water entering incremental fill volume (BTU/lb)
Hi: Enthalpy of water leaving incremental fill volume (BTU/lb)
H : Enthalpy of water withleavin incremental fill volume H (B<h'<H (BTU/lb0
h': Enthalpy of water within incremental fill volume H <h'<H. (BTU/lb)
T : Temperature of water entering incremental fill volume, T <T <T ( F)
Ti:3
V: Volume of tower fill (V = x y z) (ft )
ti: Wet-bulb temperature of air entering incremental fill volume, T2<ti <T ( F)
t : Wet-bulb temperature of air leaving incremental fill volume, T <t <T ( F)
O 2- 
Ti: Temperature of Circulating water entering tower ( 0F)
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Temperature of Circulating water leaving tower ( F)
T: Wet-bulb temperature of air entering tower ( F)
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T2: Wet-bulb temperature of air leaving tower ( F)
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At the same time, air enters this volume with an enthalpy "h." and leaves
with an enthalpy "h ". The rate of heat gain by the air is equal to:
0
G Az Ax (dh) (5.2)
x z
For a condition of thermodynamic equilibrium the following equality must
hold:
Lx y (dt) - G Ax Az (dh) (53)
x y x z
This equality alone is not sufficient for a prediction of a particular
tower configuration's cooling performance. We recall that the rate of heat
transfer is proportional to the area of the air-water interface available
for heat transfer. This area is a function of the efficiency of the fill in
breaking up the water stream. It follows, then, that we require an
additional term, in the equality above, which represents the area available
for heat transfer. Merkel showed that within a reasonable approximation,
the driving force for heat transfer across the interface is proportional to
the difference between the average enthalpy of saturated air at the bulk
water temperature (Ti) and the average enthalpy of saturated air at the air
wet-bulb temperature (ti). The constant of proportionality, K, has the
units (lb/hr/ft ). If we define a variable "a" which defines the area
available for heat transfer per unit volume of fill (ft /ft3), we can add
an additional term to the equality in Equation (5.3) above:
L AxAydt = G Ax Az(dh)= KaAxAyAz(h'-h) (5.4)
x y xz
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L x Ay dT
x y(h'-h) = KaAxAyAz
G Ax Az dhGAxz A - = KaAxAyAz
x z h'-h
(5.4a)
(5.4b)
The temperature of the water leaving the fill, T2 , is found by integration
of Equation (5.4) or
L x y 2 dT = Ka Ax A Az
x y T h'h 0 o (5.5a
1
G fX z z dh x y zAx Az Ka Az Ay Az (5. 5b
h1 0 
I 2
I1
dt KaV
(h'-h) L
)
)
(5.6a)
(5.6b)dt KaVh'-h G
Equations (5.6a-b) are the integral forms of the Merkel equations.
The computer algorithm developed by the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic
Research (Croley et al., 1975/ hereafter referred to as the Iowa Model)
approximates these integrals by solving Equation (5.4) for a number of
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elementary volumes of size Ax, Ay, and Az within the fill.
For each volume
h'-h % /2(Hi + H ) - 1/2(h. + h )1O 1 0
dT = (Ti-T )
dh = (h -h i )0o
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)Az/Ay - z/y or z/Az - y/Ay - N'
Equation (5.10) says we assume, for computational purposes, that
there are an equal number of elementary volumes sequenced horizontally
as there are sequenced vertically. Substituting these approximations
into Equation (5.4), we find:
KaV (Hi + H-hi-ho)
h -h = i o1 2
0 1 GN ' 2
G(ho-hi) = L(T1 -To)
(5.11)
(5.12)
If we think of the water as traveling down through the pile shown in
Figure 5.5 and air as traveling from left to right across the pile
(cross-flow configuration) then we see that:
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s-I
COco
ti(j,k) = t j-l,k) 1 < j < m ; m = N (5.13)
Ti( ,k) = T (j, k) 1 < k < N (5.14)
where T1 is the wet bulb temperature of the air entering the tower fill
and T1 is the temperature of the hot water entering the tower fill.
Given T1 and T1, the entrance conditions for the element (1,1), we
can use Equations (5.11) and (5.12) to solve for the exit conditions from
this element. The air exit condition from element (1,1) is the air
entrance condition for the adjacent element (2,1). The water exit
condition from element (1,1) is the water entrance condition for the
adjacent element (1,2). Given the water entrance conditions for the first
row (T1) and given the air entrance conditions for the first column (T1)
the computer algorithm uses this recursive procedure to solve the exit
condition from every element.
The temperature of the "cold" water leaving the tower fill is:
m
T2 1/m Z T2(jN) (5.15)j-1
The temperature of the "hot" air leaving the tower fill is:
N
= 1/N Z T2 (m,k) (5.16)
k=l
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As we have seen, the heat rejection capability of a tower can be
written:
HR = f(T1, T1, G, L, Ka) (5.17)
T1, the current ambient wet bulb temperature, is known at any time.
Recalling from Chapter II that there is a one to one relation between
the temperature of the hot water leaving the condenser, T1, and the
turbine heat rejection, the computer iterates on T until the turbine heat
rejection is equal to the tower heat rejection. Thus, T1 is also a "given"
value at any time.
The water flow through the tower, L, is determined by the plan water
loading (gpm/ft2/min) and the total plan area of the fill (the x-y plane).
We use a constant water loading for all towers of 13 gal/min/ft2 . Therefore,
for a given tower configuration L is a constant.
The air flow through the tower is a constant value for mechanical
draft towers and is the product of a constant tower air loading (lb/ft 2/hr)
in the x-z plane and the inlet area in this plane. Therefore the air flow
is considered constant in the mechanical draft towers.
In natural draft towers the air loading is determined by the density
difference between the warm, moist air leaving the fill and the cooler
dry ambient air, the tower height, and the head losses within the tower.
For a given shell height, under given meteorological conditions (ambient
air density is known), the density difference is established by iteration.
An initial density of the exhaust air is estimated, giving a first
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approximation for the air loading. The tower cooling and a new exhaust
air density are then computed. This procedure is repeated with the new
air density and these iterations are continued until the model converges
on an air flow rate.
Head loss due to passage through the fill and due to entrance and
exit losses restricts the flow of air passing through a tower. In
mechanical draft towers fans are used to overcome this resistance. In
natural draft towers the potential for flow due to the chimney effect
balances this resistance. The models use values for pressure drop vs.
inlet velocity which are appropriate for cross-flow evaporative towers
(Croley, 1975). The final performance variable, Ka, was determined by
experimental values offered by Lowe and Christie (1962). Guyer and Golay
(1976) found that performance predicted by the Iowa Model using proprietary
head loss data was consistent with the results of the Lowe and Christie
experiments.
5.4 Optimization Details
The optimal cooling tower -whether natural or mechanical draft is
found by determining that system which minimizes the total cooling system
cost (operation and construction) in accordance with the procedures
discussed in Chapter II. For mechanical draft towers the primary design
variable is tower length, while for natural draft towers the primary
design variable is tower height.
The procedure for determining the capital cost of a wet mechanical
'6 ~ draft tower employs the concept of a "tower unit." The tower unit is an
index which represents the tower's cooling efficiency of a known "design"
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wet bulb temperature. The larger the number of tower units, the more
efficient the tower. However, since the tower efficiency is a function
of the complexity of the fill, amount of fill and air delivery capacity
of the fan, the greater the number of tower units, the higher the capital
cost of the tower. Costs per tower unit were estimated at $10.00 based
on Dickey and Cates (1973). Our sensitivity studies examined tower unit
costs ranging from $7.50 - $15.00.
Natural draft towers are constructed at the site of use, unlike
mechanical draft towers which come to the site largely pre-fabricated.
Consequently, natural draft tower capital costs are more variable,
depending on local labor and materials costs. Nevertheless, good
correlation between the tower shell height and the cost per tower was
found based on the data presented by Sebald (1976). Assuming a ratio of
shell height to base diameter of 1:1 this relationship is $/tower -
$38.630 x shell height (ft) - $005000.
Evaluation of operating costs for wet towers is similar to that used
for once-through systems and cooling ponds. Tower performance is evaluated
for each combination of dry bulb and wet bulb temperature found in a
bi-variate distribution compiled from the site meteorological data. It
should be noted that while the thermodynamic performance of the mechanical
draft tower is dependent only on the wet bulb temperature, dry bulb
temperatures are used to compute water loss through evaporation as a part
of the total water balance of the system.
The water balance for wet cooling towers is computed in a manner
similar to that done for cooling ponds in Equation 4.16. Thus the make-up
flow is:
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(5.18)QM QE QD +QB
where QD = water drift losses. As with the cooling ponds the blowdown
quantity is assumed to return to the make-up source after any treatment
and thus is not included as water consumption. Also drift losses are
small (about .2% of condenser flow) for towers with modern drift
eliminators and thus will be neglected. Water consumption for wet towers,
then, is due mainly to forced evaporation. This is computed in the process
of evaluating the thermodynamic performance of the towers by assuming
that the vapor which leaves the towers is fully saturated. Monthly
evaporation rates for the 1200 MWe nuclear plant with mechanical draft
towers during 1970 are presented in Chapter VII for comparison with the
other systems. The annual average evaporation rate was 23.5 cfs which
indicates that approximately 70% of the tower cooling was by evaporation.
The blowdown from the wet tower is needed to calculate the treatment
costs and is evaluated following Equation (4.18) as
QE CM
Q G - C (5.19)QB CB - CM
The maximum concentration CB, allowable for condenser and cooling tower
operation was assumed to be 350 ppm according to Croley (1975) while the
make-up water at the site was assumed to be 100 ppm. The resulting blowdown
flow for the mechanical draft towers is 9.4 cfs. The make-up water flow
to be costed is then 32.9 cfs.
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5.5 Results
As discussed in Section 5.4, mechanical draft wet towers are optimized
according to the tower length (number of tower modules) and the natural
draft towers are optimized by tower shell height. Tables 5.2 through
5.5 show the total power production cost for each type of tower as the
sum of capital, operating and penalty costs for the nuclear and fossil
plants using varying designs of natural and mechanical draft towers.
For the mechanical draft towers the optimal tower lengths are found to
be 1200 ft and 500 ft for the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively.
The optimal vertical shell height for the natural draft towers is
375 ft and 300 ft for the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively.
A sensitivity study of power production cost to tower size was made
for all the economic parameters discussed in Chapter II. Sensitivity
to the cooling tower multiplier is shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 for
the nuclear plant using natural and mechanical draft cooling towers.
Sensitivity to the other factors is not shown graphically since their
behavior is similar to that of the once-through system; however the
sensitivity is included in the summary tables.
In Figures 5.6 and 5.7 the optimal cooling tower size decreases
as the capital cost of the cooling tower increases. The shift to
smaller sizes is consistent with the other cooling systems, but a
greater shift is evidenced for the towers due to their larger capital
cost.
Since, the cost of water may be significant for wet towers, sensiti-
vity studies were made using prices for make-up water ranging from
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Table 5.2 Power Production Cost Versus Tower Height-1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Cost Component Natural Draft Tower Height (ft)
(mills/KWH) 300 325 350 375 400
Plant Construction 15.125 15.117 15.113 15.059 15.069
Cooling System 0.586 0.640 0.693 0.743 0.796
Replacement Capacity 0.216 0.181 0.153 0.132 0.113
Fuel 4.879 4.878 4.878 4.871 4.874
Replacement Energy 0.177 0.099 0.068 0.099 0.078
Maintenance 0.703 0.703 0.704 0.703 0.705
Water Treatment 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.025
Total Power
Production Cost 21.708 21.640 21.632 21.631 21.659
Table 5.3 Power Production Cost Versus Tower Height-800 MW Fossil Plant
Cost Component Natural Draft Tower Height (ft)
(mills/KWH) 250 275 300 325 350
Plant Construction 12.920 12.860 12.844 12.824 12.815
Cooling System 0.416 0.455 0.496 0.536 0.578
Replacement Capacity 0.212 0.091 0.086 0.076 0.072
Fuel 7.950 7.937 7.921 7.912 7.908
Replacement Energy 0.064 0.086 0.079 0.084 0.080
Maintenance 0.598 0.591 0.592 0.593 0.594
Water Treatment 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.016 0.016
Total Power
Production Cost 22.174 22.035 22.033 22.039 22.055
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Table 5.4 Power Production Cost Versus Tower Length-1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Cost Component Mechanical Draft Tower Length (ft)
(mills/KWH)(mills/KWH) 900 1000 1100 1200 1300
Plant Construction 15.176 15.165 15.165 15.169 15.177
Cooling System 0.482 0.521 0.556 0.593 0.629
Replacement Capacity 0.212 0.168 0.135 0.113 0.093
Fuel 4.900 4.897 4.899 4.900 4.903
Replacement Energy 0.238 0.151 0.095 0.064 0.044
Maintenance 0.700 0.699 0.700 0.700 0.701
Water Treatment 0.020 0.020 O.020 0.020 0.020
Total Power
Production Cost 21.730 21.621 21.570 21.560 21.568
Table 5.5 Power Production Cost Versus Tower Length-800 MW Fossil Plant
Cost Component Mechanical Draft Tower Length (ft)
(mills /KWH)(mills/KWH) 400 500 600 700 800
Plant Construction 12.945 12.895 12.876 12.870 12.874
Cooling System 0.393 0.448 0.502 0.555 0.607
Replacement Capacity 0.078 0.067 0.060 0.056 0.053
Fuel 7.985 7.956 7.946 7.944 7.947
Replacement Energy 0.087 0.075 0.067 0.062 0.059
Maintenance 0.592 0.592 0.593 0.595 0.597
Water Treatment 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.015 0.015
Total Power
P'rodutcLtion Cost 22.092 22.045 22.059 22.096 22.152
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Figure 5.6 Sensitivity Study for Tower Multiplier
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Nuclear Plant
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Figure 5.7 Sensitivity Study for Cooling System Multiplier
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower 1200 MW Nuclear Plant
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$0.00/1000 gal to $1.00/1000 gal. This range of costs could include
construction of storage ponds for wet tower operation in water scarce
regions. The sensitivity study, however, showed little shift in the
size of optimal tower size associated with increases in make-up water
prices.
Sensitivity to cost of blowdown treatment was studied for values
from $0.05/1000 gal to $0.50/1000 gal. In addition to treatment, these
values could include the cost of a blowdown diffuser. Such diffusers
are frequently being designed for stations on relatively small rivers to
supplement treatment by diluting the waste heat, chemical constituents,
or low-level radioactive concentrations associated with the blowdown
discharge. As with the cost of water,variation in power production
cost is small for increases in treatment costs and there is negligible
shift of optimal tower sizes in response to this parameter.
Tables 5.6 to 5.9 summarize the design and sensitivity study for
all the wet tower systems. The values in the tables follow the same format
as in the other cooling system and coincide with the transferred
system of each system using the optimal tower sizes from the base case
parameters.
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Table 5').6 Cost Sensitivity for Natural Draft Wet
Cooling Towers - 1200 MVq Nuclear Plant
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22.094
Table 5.8 Cost Sensitivity for Mechanical Draft Wet
Cooling Towers - 1200 MW Nuclear Plant
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* Base Case:
Sensitivity:
Plant Cost
$450/KW
* $600/KW
$900/KW
Fuel Coat
$0.0012/MWH
* $0.0016/MWH
$0.0024/KWH
$0.0032/KWH
Fixed Charge Rate
15%
* 17%
20%
Capacity Factor
0.50
* 0.75
Cooling System
Multiplier
0.75
* 1.00
1.50
Replac. Capac. 
$120/KWH
* $160/KWH
$240/KWH
Replac. Energy
$0.0225/Kil
* $0.0300/KWK
$0.0375/KWH
$0.0450/KWH
$0.0600/KWH
Water Cost
* $0.0/10OO gal.
$0.1/1000 gal.
$0.5/1000 gal.
$1.0/4000 gal.
Water Treatment
$0.05/1000 gal.
* $0.10/1000 gal.
$0.25/1000 gal.
$0.50/1000 gal.
703.493
15.169
Mills
KWH
527.619
703.493
IO51.964
703.493
703.493
701.309
701. 309
703.493
703.493
701.309
27.520
0.593
Mills
KWH
27.520
27. 520
27.435
27. 520
27. 520
27.435
27.435
27.520
27.520
27.435
5.218
0.113
Mills
KWH
5.218
5.218
5.797
5.218
5.218
5.797
5.797
5.218
5.218
5.797
0.064 4.900 0.700 0.020 0.000 21.560
0.064
0.064
0.114
0.064
0.064
0.114
0.114
0.064
0.064
0.114
4.900
4.900
4.892
3.675
4.900
7.368
9.814
4.900
4.900
4.892
0.533
0.700
0.699
0.700
0.700
0.699
0.699
0.700
0.700
0.699
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.000
0 .000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
17.600
21.560
29.458
20.335
21.560
21.040
26.486
19.692
21.560
24. 358
703.309 27.435 5.797 0.1i4 4.892 0.699 0.020 0.000 29.483
703.493 27.520 5.218 0.064 4.900 0.700 0.020 0.000 21.560
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
701.309
703.493
703.493
703.493
705.676
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
703.493
24.722
27.520
33.117
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.435
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.606
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.520
27.520
5.218
5.218
5.218
3.913
5.218
7.827
5.797
5,218
5.218
5.218
4.638
5.218
5.218
5.218
5.218
5.218
5.218
5.218
5.218
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.085
0.064
0.080
0.096
0.078
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
0.064
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.892
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.904
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900
0.699
0.700
0.702
0.698
0.700
0.702
0.699
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.702
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.700
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.010
0.020
0.050
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.072
0.359
0.718
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
21.497
21.560
21.686
21.530
21.560
21.618
21.535
21.560
21.576
21.592
21.616
21.560
21.632
21.919
22.278
21. 550
21.560
21. 590
21.640
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* Base Case:
Sensitivity:
Plant Cost
$375/KW
* $500/KW
$750/KW
Fuel Cost
$0.0023/KWH
* $0.0031/KWH
$0.0046/KWH
$0.0061/KWH
Fixed Charge Rate
15%
* 17%
20%
Capacity Factor
* 0.50
0.75
398.668
12.895
Mills
KWH
300.404
398.668
595.196
399.603
398.668
398.668
397. 7 33
399.603
398.668
398.668
13.843
0.448
Mills
KWH
13.908
13.843
13.778
13.876
13.843
13.843
13.811
13.876
13.843
13.843
2.068
0.067
Mills
KWH
1.477
2.068
2.659
1.773
2.068
2.068
2.364
1.773
2.068
2.068
0.075 7.956 0.592 0.014 0.000 22.045
0.023
0.075
0.165
0.052
0.075
0.075
0.114
0.045
0.075
0.075
7.969
7.956
7.933
5.912
7.956
11.212
15.648
7.963
7.956
7.956
0.451
0.592
0.873
0.591
0.592
0.592
0.591
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
O0.000
0.000
0.000
0.00(
0.000
0.000
18.670
22.045
28.768
19.994
22.045
25.901
29.754
20.466
22.045
24.412
397.733 13.811 2.364 0.114 7.946 0.591 0.014 0.000 28.746
398.668 13.843 2.068 0.075 7.956 0.592 0.014 0.000 22.045
Cooling System
Multiplier
0.75
* 1.00
1.50
Replac. Capac.
$120/KW
* $160/KW
$240/KW
Replac. Energy
$0.0225/KWH
*$0.0300/KWH
$0.0375/KWH
$0.0450/KWH
$0.0500/KWH
Water Cost
*$0.0/1000 gal.
$0.1/1000 gal.
$0.5/1000 gal.
$1.0/1000 gal.
Water Treatment
$0.05/1000 gal.
* $0.10/1000 gal.
$0.25/10OO gal.
$0/S0/1000 gal.
0
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Sc
-40
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
399.603
397.733
398.668
399.603
400.539
401.474
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
398.668
12.654
13.843
16.222
13.843
13.843
13.876
13.811
13.843
13.876
13.908
13.941
13.843
13.843
13.843
13.843
13.843
13.843
13.843
13.843
2.068
2.068
2.068
1.551
2.068
2.659
2.364
2.068
1.773
1.477
1.182
2.068
2.068
2.068
2.068
2.068
2.068
2.068
2.068
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.045
0.085
0.075
0.056
0.034
0.018
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.963
7.946
7.956
7.963
7.969
7.973
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
7.956
0.591
0.592
0.594
0.591
0,592
0.593
0.590
0.592
0.592
0.593
0.594
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.592
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.007
0.014
0.035
0.070
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.050
0.249
0.497
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
22.005
22.045
22.126
22.028
22.045
22.076
22.023
22.045
22.057
22.063
22.074
22.045
22.095
22.294
22.542
22.038
22.045
22.066
22.101
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Chapter VI
DRY COOLING TOWERS
6.1 Introduction
Dry cooling towers are similar to evaporative towers in many respects,
with the major exception that the cooling water never comes in direct contact
with the circulating water. Rather, the condenser water passes through
heat exchanges (such as finned tubes) where heat is transferred to the
ambient air by conduction. Although dry cooling towers offer many advantages
environmentally, they have not seen much use in the U.S. due to the very
high capital costs and poor performance during extreme meteorologic
conditions resulting in high operating and replacement expenses.
Furthlermore, efficient use of dry towers will require use of special high
backpressure turbines discussed in Chapter II. These are presently not
available for nuclear plants.
To make dry cooling towers more practical, it is important to optimize
the detailed design parameters for the turbine, condenser, piping and dry
cooling tower. The optimization is not limited to the use of predesigned
dry cooling equipment. The characteristic of the present MIT computer code
on dry cooling (Choi and Glicksman, 1978) is to perform a totally
computerized optimization. The design parameters used for the optimization
will be discussed in Subsection 6.4.1. This study will optimize and then
compare dry cooling towers using the two turbine types discussed in
Subsection 2.2.1: (a) conventional and (b) high backpressure turbines.
Many of the same distinctions between tpes of wet towers are found
in dry towers (e.g., mechanical versus natural draft, forced versus
144
induced draft, etc.). In addition to these, dry cooling systems can be
direct - turbine exhaust steam condenses directly in the tower coils -
or indirect - condensers are utilized to transfer heat from the exhaust
steam to the cooling water. The dry cooling system considered in this
study is taken to be an indirect type with the draft mechanically induced.
The cooling process is shown in Figure 6.1. Heat is rejected from the
cooling water by the heat exchanger to the cooling air. Only a metal
finned tube heat exchanger was considered in this study and admiralty was
chosen as the optimum material for the finned tubes.
6.2 Environmental Factors
Since there are no thermal discharges associated with dry cooling
towers, they are an effective technological control of thermal pollution.
However, they would not be selected for this purpose only. The high capital
and operating costs of dry cooling, discussed previously, by far exceed
those of the wet towers or ponds which are also effective in controlling
thermal pollution. Yet dry towers offer other advantages which may serve
to offset the higher power production cost.
Since the circulating water in the dry tower does not come into
contact with the atmosphere there is no evaporative water loss. This is
important in terms of overall water conservation and added flexibility for
siting in arid regions. Also, problems of icing, fogging and visible vapor
plumes (of particular concern in urban areas) are eliminated. There is no
blowdown associated with dry cooling and thus no water treatment is
required. Except for relatively large land requirements (compared to wet
towers), and possible aesthetic considerations, the environmental behavior
145
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of dry towers improves their overall usefulness and also allows more
flexibility for power plant siting which makes possible savings in electrical
transmission and fuel transportation costs.
The concept of wet/dry cooling towers deserves mention at this time.
This type of cooling provides for control of environmental factors related
to fogging, plume abatement and water conservation usually associated with
wet cooling towers. Wet/dry towers operate by use of the heat exchangers
of the dry section to allow for the removal of part of the heat load via
sensible heat transfer while the remaining heat load is removed via
latent heat transfer in the evaporative section. This increase in the
ratio of sensible to latent heat transfer reduces the relative humidity or
moisture content of the tower effluent, thus reducing or eliminating the
formation of visible plumes.
The amount of heat transfer by evaporation can be controlled by
adjusting this ratio to some permissible level of water consumption.
However, a reduction in water loss while maintaining plant performance
entails higher costs in design. For example, in their study of wet/dry
towers, Choi and Glicksman (1978) found that a reduction in make-up water
requirements from 30% of that of a fully wet tower to 15% of that of a
fully wet tower involved an average additional production cost of about
0.25 mills/kwh. Becasue of the possibility of combining the characteristics
of wet and dry towers in some optimal manner, it can be expected that
wet/dry towers will see significant employment before single-mode dry
towers.
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6.3 Design and Performance
In the dry tower, the transfer of.heat from the inside fluid to the
air depends primarily on the temperature difference between the fluid and
the air, the design and surface arrangement of the finned tubes, the
velocity and character of air flow across the tubes, and the velocity and
physical properties of the fluid inside the tubes.
The temperature relationships in the indirect dry cooling tower are
illustrated in Figure 6.2. Two variables which appear in this figure but
are not usually used in figures for wet towers are the air range and the
initial temperature difference (ITD). The former is used to describe
the tower heat exchange by sensible heat which balances the. heat rejected
in the condenser. The ITD is the difference between the temperature of
the water entering the tower and the inlet dry bulb temperature of the air
entering the heat exchanger (TA) and is the sum of the (water) range AT
A O
and the approach (ATAP) used in the other systems. As with the other
systems, in terms of plant performance, the turbine backpressure increases
as the environmental temperature (TA, in this case) increases, resulting
in higher heat rates and poorer thermal efficiency.
6.4 Method of Optimization
6.4.1 Optimization Procedure
There are a number of design parameters relevent to the optimization
of the dry cooling system. The initial temperature difference (ITD)
described in Section 6.3 is the major variable and is an inverse measure
of the cooling system (dry tower) size. Thus, a high ITD implies a small
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dry tower which, in turn, results in a relatively low thermodynamic
efficiency. The logic in the dry tower design is somewhat different from
that of the other systems in that the ITD is an independent design
variable, i.e..the performance of the power plant is fixed for a given ITD.
The heat exchanger is then sized to meet this design performance. This is
contrasted'to the approach in the'other three cooling systems where the
cooling system size is the design parameter and the performance is
subsequently calculated.
The design dry bulb temperature (TD)' is a secondary design parameter
which refers to the ambient dry'bulb temperature at which the power plant
is sized to. produce the given net electrical output. At actual ambient
temperatures above (below) the TD, the turbine heat rate increases
· ' ~(decreases) and net power.output decreases (increases) relative to tihe
target demand.
For a given design temperature, the ITD is a function of: the range
(AT), the water to air heat capacity ratio, the heat exchanger air-side
frontal. area, and the width-to-length ratio of the heat eChanger. The
last two variables determine the dimension of the heat exchanger while
the water to air heat ratio determines the air loading on the heat
exchanger.
Thus, the optimization of the dry cooling system involves a selection
of an optimum from a set of optima. The basic procedure is as follows:
(a) Select-an ambient design temperature (TD).
(b) Select a design ITD.
(c) Find the combination of water range (AT ), capacity ratio,
0 heat exchanger frontal area, width-to-length ratio, which gives
heat exchanger frontal area, width-to-length ratio, which gives
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the minimum power production cost.
(d) Using the optimized cooling system, determine the power plant
performance over the year using the dry bulb temperature
distribution shown in Figure 2.7; the costs of replacement
capacity and replacement energy are thus found. Obtain the power
production cost.
(e) Repeat steps (b) through (d) for a new design ITD.
(f) Repeat steps (a) through (e) for a new design temperature.
(g) Select the design temperature and design ITD which gives the
minimum power production cost for the actual plant operation by
comparing the results at each ambient design temperature.
6.4.2 Dry Cooling Costs
The costs of the mechanical draft dry tower were evaluated using the
optimization procedure described above for both the high backpressure and
the conventional turbines. For both the fossil and nuclear plants the
dry tower capital cost using the conventional turbine was found to be
over 60% higher than the cost using the high backpressure turbine which,
on the other hand, are several times larger than the capital cost for
the once-through system. The major cost of the dry tower is the heat
exchanger whose cost is arrived at by considering a number of components
(tubing bundles, spacers, headers, framing, etc.). No simple unit cost
estimation can be applied to the heat exchanger since there is no marketed
standard design; however, a full detailed breakdown of heat exchanger
components can be found in Choi and Glicksman (1978). As a summary, the
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heat exchanger is found to comprise about 35% of the capital cost. The
other components of the dry tower cost are the condenser (10%), piping (15%),
pumps (5%), fans and equipment (15%). The remainder of the cost for the
dry tower is in the tower structure and foundation and certain indirect
capital costs. he sensitivities studies examine the cost of the dry
tower using multipliers of 0.75 and 1.5 of all tower capital costs.
6.5 Results
In evaluating the optimum dry cooling systems we have considered
two primary design variables and two turbine types for both the nuclear
and fossil plants. The design-variables (initial temperature difference
(ITD) and design temperature (TD))are plotted against the power production
- ~ ~ cost in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for the conventional and high back pressure
turbines, respectively for the.nuclear unit. Comparison between turbine
types shows that minimum cost for both nuclear and fossil (not shown)
plants is associated with the high back pressure turbine. For both
plants this optimum corresponds to a TD of 50°F and an ITD of 65°F.
Since production cost appear to be more sensitive to ITD, as evidence
in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, the remaining result in this section will consider
a constant design'temperature (50°F) and a single turbine type (high
back pressure) thus allowing only ITD to vary.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the total power production cost versus
design ITD for the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively. Recalling
from Section 6.4 that ITD is inversely proportional to the tower size
we can identify some basic trends in the tbles. First, the cooling
system cost is considerably larger than that for other systems but it
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Figure 6.3 Power Production Cost Versus Design ITD
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Figure 6.4 Power Production Cost Versus Design TD
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Table 6.1 Power Production Cost Versus Design ITD-1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Cost Component Design ITD (F)
(mills/KWH) 55 65 75 85
Plant Construction 16.895 16.814 16.805 16.891
Cooling System 2.802 2.341 2.141 1.883
Replacement Capacity 0.127 0.270 0.535 1.026
Fuel 5.400 0.268 5.365 5.372
Replacement Energy 0.054 5.378 0.324 0.652
M;intenin ce 1.170 1.143 1.146 1.165
Total Power
Production Cost 26.448 26.214 26.316 26.989
Table 6.2 Power Production Cost Versus Design ITD-800 MW Fossil Plant
Cost Component Design ITD (F)
(mills/KWH) 55 65 75 85
55 65 75 85
Plant Construction 13.239 13.240 3.159 13.180
Cooling System 1.867 1.555 1.506 1.289
Replacement Capacity 0.116 0.224 0.627 1.073
Ful' 8.396 8.396 8.337 8.315
Replacement Energy 0.054 .0.133 0.279 0.610
Maintenance 0.895 0.884 0.890 0.914
Total Power
Production Cost 24.567 24.432 24.798 25.381
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decreases rapidly as the ITD is increased. Replacement energy and
capacity costs are also relatively large and increase rapidly with
increasing ITD reflecting the high inefficiencies of the smaller dry
towers. The combination is a well-defined optimum ITD.
Since sensitivity to the economic factors discussed in Chapter II
reveals similar behavior to those discussed with the other systems-only
the sensitivity to the cooling system multiplier will be shown graphically
in this part. Further graphs can be found in Choi and Glicksman (1978)
and all'results are summarized in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows
that an increase in the dry tower cost causes a shift in the optimum to
a smaller tower size. This shift is substantial considering the high
replacement costs associated with a high ITD.
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarize the dry tower design and sensitivity
study for the nuclear and fossil plants, respectively. The format is
the same as for the other system except that no sensitivity was run
for water and blowdown treatment costs which are negligible for the dry
cooling system. As before, these tables summarize costs for the optimum
dry tower design (initial temperature difference, design temperature
and turbine type) obtained from the base case analysis.
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Figure 6.5 Sensitivity Study for Cooling System Multiplier
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Table 6.3 Cost Sensitivity Study for D)ry Cooling
Towers - 1200 MW Nuclear Pla:nt
- ., c c c
-. * 0 ~ C 4.5 0 
4.54.5 o ( > cd b c 00 o . o
-S ($106) ($106 ($10k) ( '- ) w (4 0) o 0co5 C00
"C OS o. I 001 0 " 4 4. 0 
* 4 .- 0 0 5 ! ' C: 0 w O 50 0 $-O
6 6 6 (millsills Mills. ills Mills Mills($10) ($10) ($10) LKwH) KK K LKWH-
* Base Case: 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
16.814 2.341 0.270
Mills Mills Mills
KWH KWH KWH
Sensitivity:
Plant Cost
$450/KW 582.952 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 0.898 21.726
* $600/KW 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
$900/KW 1,165.951 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.638 35.037
Fuel Cost
$0.0012/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 4.020 1.143 24.857
* $0.0016/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
$0.0024/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 8.040 1.143 28.877
$0.0032/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 10.720 1.143 31.557
Fixed Charge Rate
15X 691.149 96.370 14.887 0.268 5.378 1.018 23.966
* 17% 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.2i4
' 20% 907.124 126.561 19.293 0.268 5.378 1.813 30.164
Capacity Factor
0.50 1,165.951 162.921 24.951 0.268 5.378 1.718 36.556
* 0.75 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
Cooling System
Multiplier
0.75 774.116 85.425 13.125 0.268 5.340 1.133 25.558
* 1.00 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
1.50 779.790 159.860 17.067 0.380 5.320 1.209 27.538
Replac. Capac.
$120/KW 779.790 106.434 12.707 0.380 5.320 1.135 26,218
* $160/KW 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5378 1.143 26.214
$240/KW 779.635 116.498 19.710 0.200 5.350 1.162 26.460
Replac. Energy
$0.0225/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.190 5.378 1.143 26.137
* $0.0300/KWH 779.790 108.590 12.540 0.268 5.378 1.143 26.214
$0.0375/KWH 779.790 111.675 15.768 0.360 5.378 1.146 26.446
$0.0450/KWH 779.790 111.675 15.304 0.400 5.378 1.156 26.486
$0.0600/KWH 779.635 113.901 13.125 0.440 5.380 1.150 26.520
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Table 6.4 Cost Sensitivity Study for Dry Cooling
Towers - 800 MW Fossil Plant
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39.420
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75.346
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5.843
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0.150
0.150
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0.120
0.110
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8.396
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24.410
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Chapter VII
COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Sma.y of Prformance aInlI Ecol;nomem
This thesis has examined the effect of cooling system choice. on the
issues of cost, energy and water consumption and environmental impact.for
a power plant at a single hypothetical river site. Once-through cooling
systems (using both surface discharge and submerged multi-port diffusers),
cooling ponds, mechanical and. natural draft evaporative towers and
mechanical draft dry towers were considered for both a 1200 MWe nuclear
plant and an 800 MWe coal plant. A set of models was developed to optimize
the components of each cooling system based on the local meteorological
·U~ and hydrological conditions at the site in accordance with a fixed
demand, scalable plant concept. This concept allows one to compare the
costs of producing the same net power from each plant/cooling system.
7.1.1 System Performance
The fixed demand, scalable source approach is illustrated in Figure
7.1 for the optimal cooling systems on a graph of power versus cumulative
time for the 1200 MWe nuclear plant. These curves represent the appropriate
adjustment of base-load power produced relative to the target demand when
the various cooling systems are optimally scaled. Remember from the
discussion in Section 2.3 that, associated with each cooling system,
there is sufficient replacement capability to meet the target demand
during periods of high environmental temperatures and that the plant is
given a fuel cost credit for excess power which could be produced during
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periods of low environmental temperatures. Note that the range of net
power produced from the base-load plant, and hence the amount of
replacement capacity which is needed, reflects the range in the appropriate
environmental temperature which governs the cooling system performance
(See Figure 2.7). Thus the dry tower, which responds to dry bulb
temperature, undergoes wider variation than the once-through system
which responds to river temperature.
The points on Figure 7.1 at which the net base-load output crosses
thei demand I Inc represent the total mount of time that repl;acemfnt
power is utilized. This time is proportional to the difference in
capital cost (plant plus cooling system) between base-load and replacement
power and inversely proportional to the difference in operating (energy)
cost between peaking and base-load operation. The once-through system,
having the lowest capital cost is found to require replacement power for
the shortest time while the dry tower is at the other extreme. It
should be noted that predicted times are only approximate since they are
very sensitive to small adjustments in the scaling of the base-load power.
This is due to the relatively constant net power production at all biJt
the higher environmental temperatures. Small errors in these predicted
times, however, result in negligible changes in the computed replacement
capacity or energy which are used to evaluate the systems.
7.1.2 Transient Simulation
For purposes of comparison with the cumulative plots of Figure 7.1,
Figure 7.2 illustrates the transient output for the same power plant using
a once-through system (surface canal), a cooling pond, a natural draft
162
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evaporative tower and a mechanical draft dry tower (with high back
pressure turbine). As with the cumulative plots, the optimal system has
been chosen based on the results of the previous four chapters, but in
this case the output has not been scaled. This allows one to see the
differences in net output which would be produced from a fixed plant
and steam supply. The simulation is based on the three months of
June- August 1970 using three hourly meteorological data for the closed
systems and on daily hydrological data (river temperatures) for the
open cycle system. For the cooling pond, the transient model described
in Section 4.3 (rather then the quasi-steady model) was used.
The figure shows that the greatest net power is produced by the
once-through system followed by the cooling pond, the wet tower and the
°
dry tower. Furthermore, the ordering of the systems in terms of consis-
tency of power produced (i.e., absense of fluctuation) is similar. While
D
the cumulative plots illustrate primarily seasonal variations, the
transient plots highlight fluctuations on diurnal and synoptic (order of
days) scales. On these scales, the once-through system and the cooling
ponds show only small fluctuation due to the thermal inertia of the
water body while the output from the wet, and especially the dry, tower
indicates significant variability due to fluctuations in (the wet or
dry bulb) air temperature.
. , .
Fluctuation in the net power are of interest because they reduce the
supply of firm power upon which a utility may rely. In particular, firm
power can be sold to other utilities or transferred within the utilities
service area, thereby allowing the utility to cut back on generation on
its less efficient units. To the extent that these day to day fluctuations
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show up in the cumulative environmental temperature distributions used
to evaluate the cooling systems, they have been accounted for inthis
study. However, the tails of the cumulative temperature distribution
reflect seasonal variability (which one can anticipate) as well as
day to day variability (which one cannot anticipate). No attempt has
been made in this study to assign a special cost to this short term
variability.
7.1.3 Economic Comparison
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 present a comparative summary of cooling system
operation for the base case scenarios. Shown in each table are a once-
through system with a surface canal, a cooling pond, mechanical and
natural draft wet towers and a mchanical draft dry tower. In addition
to these systems a once-through system using multi-port diffusers and
a wet/dry cooling tower are included. For the nuclear plant a multi-
port diffuser design with a length of 1500 ft and nozzle exit velocity
of 10 fps was chosen since it was the most effective in meeting the
temperature standards at the site (see Section 3.2). A 1000-ft diffuser
with an exit velocity of 10 fps has a comparable dilution when employed
with the fossil plant and thus is used for comparison in Table 7.2.
A wet/dry cooling tower having a design make-up water withdrawal of 30%
(of a fully wet tower) was included following Choi and Glicksman (1978)
for comparison.
The costs in the tables are the same as those found in the results
section for each system and are presented here for comparison. The
maximum minus minimum power production represents the difference in net
165
power output between the extreme environmental conditions encountered
during a year as was shown in Figure 7.1. The water withdrawal rate
and water consumption have bearing in the costing for water and as
environmental effects (see Section 7.2).
.~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
Before comparing systems with respect to cost, it should be emphasized
that this study has not considered electrical transmission costs between
the plant and the primary location of demand or any differences in cost
of fuel as a function of the cooling system under study. As one's
interests move away from once-through systems and towards evaporative
and dry towers, one becomes increasingly less constrained by the
requirement that the site have a sufficient supply of water available
for cooling on hand. Thus, both evaporative and dry towers offer the
utility greater flexibility in locating the plant near either the fuel
source or the primary location of demand, an economic incentive which
cannot be assessed by this study.
Under our assumptions, once-through cooling with a surface canal is
always preferred to alternative cooling systems when the sole objective
is that of minimizing costs. Once-through cooling with diffusers is
the next best alternative followed by cooling ponds, evaporative towers,
wet/dry towers and dry towers. As an approximate indication of cost one
can examine the rankings as various costs are varied. For example, ponds
and wet towers have many similar characteristics. Using our base case
economic parameters for nuclear plants, mechanical draft evaporative
towers would be preferred to ponds if the cost of land purchase and
preparation exceeded approximately $10,500/acre while natural draft
166
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evaporative towers would be competitive if these costs exceeded about
$12,400/acre. For fossil plants the break even land costs would be
$10,200/acre and $11,000/acre for natural and mechanical draft towers
respectively.
The cost of installing dry towers is staggering but they may eventually
be competitive with wet cooling systems in regions of the country where
make-up water is in short supply, land is extremely expensive (precluding
ponds) or environmental constraints on fogging or visible plume might
prevail. Using our base case economic parameters for nuclear plants, dry
towers will be preferred to mechanical draft evaporative and natural
draft evaporative towers when plant lifetime levelized prices for make-up
water exceed about $6.50/1000 gal and $5.25/1000 gal, respectively.
However, these are factors many times greater than those considered in
the sensitivity analysis and there is good reason to believe that
before water becomes that expensive, utilities would install the necessary
treatment facilities to recover substantial amounts of blowdown water.
If all blowdown were recovered for recirculation, the levelized water
prices at which dry towers would be preferred to mechanical draft wet
and natural draft wet towers must exceed $10.80/1000 gal and $8.75/1000
gal, respectively. Because of these high costs, it is easy to see why
the development of wet/dry systems is so promising!
The comparable advantages of the cooling system alternatives which
have been described are applicable only under our base case assumptions.
The general order of preferrability, where cost minimization is the sole
objective, places once-through cooling as the most preferred, followed,
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in order, by artificial ponds, evaporative towers and, finally, dry
towers. However, as we have illustrated, extreme deviations from the
base case assumption where water and/or land costs become significant
can rearrange this order in favor of evaporative or even dry towers.
On the other hand, deviations from the base case where fuel and plant
construction costs rise will reinforce the order of system preference
defined for the base case (See Tables 7.3 and 7.4). This is due to the
fact that the rankings under the base scenario already reflect the
efficiencies with which fuel and installed base-load capacity are used
to meet a fixed power demand.
Tables 7.3 and 7.4 compare cooling system operation for the base
case scenario and for the sensitivity to fuel and plant construction
costs. In these tables, the cost of electrical generation is represented
by annualized costs and present valued costs (discussed in Section 2.3).
The present valued costs are based on a 10% discount rate over a 35
year plant lifetime.
It is worth noting from Tables 7.1 through 7.4 and from the results
of the previous chapters the sensitivity to the major cost parameters.
Consider fuel cost. Variation in fuel cost (and therefore fuel
consumption) is relatively small for design changes within a particular
cooling system (Sections 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5). The variation is larger
between systems as the intrinsic differences in net efficiency between
systems is more distinct. However, these changes are still relatively
small when compared to the variation in the total production cost when the
price of fuel changes over the range assuaied in the sensitivity study.
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'able 7.3 Annualized and Present Valued
($ millions)
Cooling System Costs
1200 MW Nuclear Plant
Annual Cost
Base Scenario
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
165.04
166.59
167.58
170.54
169.98
192.76
206.80
Present
Value Cost
1,591.61
1,606.58
1,616.16
1,644.68
1,639.28
1,859.01
1,994.35
Incremental
Present
Value Cost
0.00
14.98
24.56
53.07
47.67
267.41
402.75
2 x Fuel Cost
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-T'hrough (DI ffusers)
Cool ng Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
1.5 x Plant Cost
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
Water Cost ($1.00/1000 gal)
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
Present value costs were calculated using
35-year plant lifetime.
a 10% discount rate over a
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203.13
204.68
205.98
209.18
208.82
233.21
249.06
226.54
228.08
229.15
232.52
232.25
260.01
276.73
165.04
166.59
174.92
177.19
175.64
194.55
206.80
1,959.00
1,973.98
1,986.45
2,017.32
2,013.82
2,249.07
2,401.89
2,184.74
2,199.64
2,209.91
2,242.37
2,239.79
2,507.58
2,668.77
1,591.61
1,606.58
1,686.95
1,708.77
1,693.87
1,876.27
1,994.35
0.00
14.98
27.45
58.33
54.82
290.07
442.89
0.00
14.98
25.17
57.63
55.05
322.84
484.03
0.00
14.98
95.34
117.17
102.27
284.67
402.75
.
-- -
Table 7.4 Annualized and Present Valued Cooling System Costs
($ millions) 800 MW Fossil Plant
Annual Cost
Base Scenario
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
2 x Fuel Cost
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural Draft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
1.5 x Plant Cost
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural I)raft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/Dry Tower
Dry Tower
Water Cost ($1.00/1000 gal)
Once-Through (Surface Canal)
Once-Through (Diffusers)
Cooling Pond
Natural D)raft Wet Tower
Mechanical Draft Wet Tower
Wet/ Dry Tower
Dry Tower
113.62
114.37
114.79
115.81
115.87
125.15
128.42
153.51
154.29
154.89
156.14
156.39
165.98
172.92
148.36
149.13
149.65
150.97
151.21
162.04
164.96
113.62
114.37
118.13
118.11
118.48
125.67
128.42
Present
Value Cost
1,095.79
1,102.99
1,107.05
1,116.83
1,117.44
1,206.90
1,238.43
1,480.42
1,487.92
1,493.75
1,505.76
1,508.20
],600.75
1,667.66
1,430.74
1,438.25
1,443.26
1,445.94
1,458.22
1,562.74
1,590.09
1,095.79
1,102.99
1,139.23
1,139.08
1,142.63
1,211.97
1,238.43
I ncrement' 1
Present
Value Cost
0.00
7.50
11.25
21.04
21.64
111.11
142.64
0.00
7.50
13.33
25.34
27.78
20. 34
187.25
0.00
7.50
12.52
25.19
27.45
131.99
160.14
0.00
7.50
43.44
43.29
46.84
116.18
142.64
*
Present value costs were calculated using a 10%
35-year plant lifetime.
discount rate over a
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7.1.4 Comparison to Previous Studies
There has been a number of studies over the past 10 years that deal
with the economic comparision of power plant cooling systems. Many of
them have been directed toward dry tower systems where optimization of
the dry cooled plant and application of site related costs (e.g. transmission
costs, water costs, etc.) attempt to make that system more attractive.
United Engineers and Constructors (UE&C) (1974) is the one major study
that attempts optimization and comparison of the major alternative cooling
systems. In this section, the results of some of these previous works
will be compared with the results of this thesis.
Table 7.5 shows a comparison of this study with the results of
United Engineers (1974), expressed in terms of incremental present value
costs. These studies show reasonable agreement for the wet towers while
vast differences are noticed for the cooling pond and the dry tower.
The UE&C report does not identify the performance model for the cooling
pond. The results for the pond suggest that high land or land preparation
costs were used in the optimization. The simplistic design of the dry
tower with a high back pressure turbine suggests insufficient optimization
and costing of the components of the dry cooling system.
Teknekron (1976) considered only capital cost of unoptimized wet
cooling systems and found considerable size variability with unit costs
from 8 to 36 $/KW. The incremented capital costs (over once-through)
for the mechanical and natural draft wet towers were found to be 9.1
$/KW and 4.4 $/KW, respectively. This can be compared with 7.5 $/KW
and 13.3 $/KW for the mechanical and natural draft wet towers, respectively,
173
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evaluated in this thesis.
In an attempt to examine the effect of water and water treatment
costs on cooling system design, Gold (1976) compares evaporative cooling
systems with dry cooling towers (using high backpressure turbines) to
arrive at a difference in power production cost of 1.3 mills/KWH
(excluding the cost of water) for nuclear plants. This is contrasted with
4.6 mills/KWH found in this thesis. The difference seems to lie in the
treatment costs applied to the wet cooling systems and in the approach to
replacement of lost performance.
Sebald (1976) and Rossie et al. (1972) both apply optimization of
dry cooling towers and quantification of site specific characteristics to
compare power production costs with wet towers. Sebald found the power
production cost with dry towers to be 24% greater than that with wet
towers for nuclear plants. While this is consistent with the results of
the present study, Rossie's finding of a 1 mill/KWH difference between the
wet and dry systems is not.
7.2 Comparison of Environmental Effects
The environmental effects associated with waste heat rejection
systems have been detailed for each particular cooling system in Chapters
III through VI. Table 7.6 is a qualitative summary of these effects which
shows comparison between systems for each environmental impact. In
general, as one moves from left to right on Table 7.6, the impacts
decrease while, as observed in the previous section, the power production
costs increase. Of course, site specific consideration of individual
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impacts is necessary to accurately compare the various cooling systems.
The issue of water conservation was given particular attention in the
previous chapters. It was found that while water withdrawal rates of
once-through systems are higher than for both ponds and wet towers,
consumptive water use is less. Ponds were found to consume slightly
more water than wet towers because one must consider natural evaporation
and seepage from the ponds. Since both natural and forced evaporation
show seasonal variation, it is worth analyzing the transient evaporation
behavior. Figure 7.3 plots the monthly evaporation rates for each
cooling system at the study site for 1970. Natural and forced evaporation
for the ponds was computed using the transient mathematical mold discussed
in Section 4.3, while forced evaporation for the wet towers was computed
using the procedure discussed in Section 5.4. In both cases three-hour
time steps were used. The evaporation for the once-through system was
based on monthly averaged meteorology using the procedure discussed in
Section 3.4.
It is obvious from the plot that the peak evaporation for all the
cooling systems is during the summer months. It is unfortunate that
this period is usually correlated with lowest river flows and highest
water demands by other sectors (e.g. residential and agricultural users).
It should be mentioned that while ponds show the highest peak evaporation
(44 cfs in July for this example) their intrinsic storage capability can
be used to reduce their make-up requirements during critical times of the
year. Wet towers by contrast must have a continuous make-up water supply
which may necessitate construction of an adjacent storage pond if the
primary water supply is not reliable.
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7.3 Conclusions
This thesis has compared alternative cooling systems for steam-
electric power plants. Differences between cooling systems were summarized
in this chapter on the basis of performance, economics, fuel and water
consumption, and environmental effects. The results attained in this
study are clearly dependent on the approach, the site characteristics and
the assumptions used.
While the true cost of each power plant/cooling system is a problem
for the architect-engineer and utility planner, the consistent comparison
performed in this study allows one to clearly identify differences in
costs for various cooling system alternatives. The detailed design
procedures used in this study, especially in the optimization of the
cooling ponds and dry tower, are believed to represent the best state of
the art performance models. Finally, although only a single site was
considered in this study, one can identify the general behavior of each
cooling system technology with regard to the issues presented.
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